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Jiang Zhi is an artist who developed amidst a 
backdrop of 1990s experimental art in China, 
during which the country underwent a series 
social transformations. This includes 
changes in the political atmosphere and 
switch in economical tendencies, and the 
consequent utter reform of the cultural 
landscape. All this is happening at a time 
when contemporary art in China (referred to 
in the 1980s as the ‘85 New Wave Art 
Movement’) has just begun to develop. As a 
result, Chinese contemporary art is 
confronted with two questions: first, what are 
the problems that have arise out of this new 
cultural language; and secondly, how do we 
present them? 

Although these two questions are essentially 
connected, artists have always had their own 
emphasis. For some, the core concern has 
been in examining the social issues that 
arise out of historical transitions. From 
Political Pop in the early nineties to Gaudy 
Art in the late 1990s, they are generally not 
concerned with the issues of art forms. Take 
for instance the ‘New Generation’ artists and 
Cynical Realism, which basically adopted the 
realist language created by Fine Art 
academies; while Political Pop and Gaudy 
Art repeatedly uses ‘appropriation’ and 
‘collage’, the only difference being the 
context. In fact, from current observation, this 
aspect of artistic practice is merely a once-
dominant realism in Chinese art. Together 
with its derivative social critique and 
historical determinism, it possesses the 
classic ills common in periods of cultural 
transition—using old frameworks to deal 
with new problematics, such that the true 
essence of the problems remains oblivion. 

Another group of artists are more concerned 
with issues of contemporary art making, 
such as the possibilities new mediums and 
systems of contemporary art can offer, as 
well as engaging with more in-depth 
examination of contemporary art—such as 

investigating, in the context of China, the 
fundamental differences between 
contemporary art and traditional art forms, 
official art, and academy art, not just their 
difference in political attitude and aesthetic 
interests. This trajectory has brought about 
widespread yet scarce experimental art 
activities. Artists, either on their own or in 
groups, consciously marginalise themselves 
by engaging with issues of contemporary 
society and culture, and experimenting with 
different expressions and mediums. It is 
under such atmosphere of ‘experimental art’ 
that Jiang Zhi’s artistic practice developed 
and which also became part of this 
movement. 

Jiang’s development began at Zhejiang Fine 
Arts Academy, the centre of the ’85 New 
Wave Art Movement. From the initial 
experimental novels to subsequently 
involvement in the video art movement, 
Jiang’s experiences brought for him a 
conscious demand for language, a kind of 
motivation inspired by the pleasure that 
language brings, and a certain expectation 
for language structures. As a result, his 
works are poetic, leading to his preference 
for and emphasis in ‘making work’. On the 
other hand, Jiang’s journalism career from 
1995 to 2005 caused him to be at the 
frontline of social transformations and 
compelled him to confront and deal with the 
constant assault of unprocessed new 
experiences. 

On this level, ‘experimental art’ can no longer 
be a salon or academic art movement. 
Experimentation is forced because one 
cannot grasp the new problems that arise. 
Only through experimentation—strictly 
speaking, ‘experiment’ is used here only as 
an analogy—can new and different art forms 
be created such that they cannot be 
replicated, as with certain poetic language. 
In the case of Jiang, his works engage with 
issues of the body, gender, mass 

consumerism, etc., and often involves recent 
social events whose value is established in 
the way he presents the problem. Take for 
instance his work M+1, W-1. Here, body and 
gender is in direct juxtaposition—a man who 
implants breasts in an attempt to become a 
woman versus a woman who loses her 
breasts to cancer—thus revealing, in visual 
subtlety, the complexity of reality and 
experience. In another work about the 
infamous dingzihu in Chongqing (the family 
who stubbornly refused to move despite 
immense pressure from the authorities), 
Jiang shines a strong ray of light at the lone 
residence, adding theatricality to the already 
dramatised social event. ‘Theatrics’ 
becomes the metaphor for an event so 
infused with issues of power and legitimacy, 
‘illuminating’ or constructing another layer of 
meaning through visual rhetoric. 

Jiang Zhi has consciously positioned himself 
at the intersection between poetics and 
sociology, fervently weaving familiar 
mundane social experiences into his works, 
at the same time maintaining the tensity 
between daily experience and our 
experience of the text. Hence, he has 
consistently avoided unspecific personal 
emotions and political statements, and also 
shies away from feeble expressions and 
critiques. In this aspect, Jiang’s works are 
open-ended, supple, and possess a kind of 
poetic vigour. Even in his documentaries, a 
conscious filmic language permeates, 
holding up the theme from within.

Jiang Zhi: At the Intersection of Poetics 

and Sociology 

By Bao Dong
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㱟酽㫅燬仌釀嶯䯖詵嵲㮰曧彿訅酽漛輜
㱟䯖鍖鹾曧䗮姪艀㱟䯖嫕彿㧂鮪鰱醢㲠
棾艊暚鎬䯖㫤曧桹砎銢巎艊、彿鍊銊䅳

鍊鑫醑妘䯖醭曧罌踵彿鍊醭醢俋叧䯖鍖
曧彿㮰暚酘唻鰱荁惡誆桹詛跤俖銊䅳徏
牸焎銊䅳忴曧彿㛫鄽證艊㣵、彿艊穟瀭
嫕暚唻彿醭蓜俍䗮鰱驟艊偩嶎胢荁嫕寖
鹷䯖骼髦㓌嬱彿㒄曧镾鍊醢䆠點酽跣鳘
躅俋豕喥墱鄽㜨俍㜨鰱鑫、!

罌踵彿鞲棾㰊㚪踵靕墰曧跣頯梮咲䯖徏
鍎㫫暆㰊曧䯖彿喥煫桹畝鍊鹷㫓鳘躅曧
醭曧嶗鳘躅暚鎬彾踵頯梮咲艊䃾䎪、勢
粷鮪彿桖唻曧醭曧頯梮咲灖晹蠻㢩、!

唻攝慘彿㰊曧䉯夠㚪莏鰱詛會艊、瀯跣
啢叾厸會簍彽艊暚鎬㰊䉯夠豕燍嶗㚪
莏、彿醭曧嬟玜毞倉㫥㳚抲勢艊＃簍
彽￥艊呯躏䯖唻彿棾㛺䯖偧楇粷鮪彿镾
簍彽鞶俍莏鰱攝慘䯖彿＝䉯夠糪嵲㫥跣
䒝㡦、!

彿髦鞲棾㰊煫桹蟇婩㫓妢嶎、醭曧讖䯩!

彿㓌嬱嬟侸㛝鳏鮪會艊鲇嵔䯖雩㚾梪棾
喥曧飨妢嶎躐㦷詛扜牣妢嶎躐瑧、!

㫥跏俍荱鑫酽梪︹詇賣嶗犦孭樴啯Ⅹ酽
鯫崳鍖梥噴艊唻㛣䯒2:62.2:81䯓︺䯖
霎跤㛺䯤＃莏澐艊㛝鳏嶗屨叧咲㰊悅駱
勢酽蟢荁備艊墡蠿跤䯖㮰喥曧唻叅鮪㫧
ǹィ㫊、!

D;!訅酽鬣莏澐嶯躏醢艊頯梮慘閔曧䯩攝
慘艊鑨杛曧鳘躅䯩!

K;! 俋氥曧彿馬謦噉艊暚鎬䯖彿媐媐㒄螻
勢彿髦咲姲䯖罌踵骼昢偘躐謚酽茻鮪嚙
棡艊鳅徚咲哠門、躐忞飨骼詛鑫嚙棡䯖
竊豸曧罌踵彿艊釐敭、彿醑噉艊暚鎬䯖
罌踵穟鳅夠妘鮪侳鰱墡慘䯖鍖瀭鳅斾俍
㒄鮪叧樍斊㜄䯖忞飨喥嬟靕磢鰱嶎恦彿
哠門鮪攢俋雯艊酽跣鳅徚咲䯖鍖彿雩嬟
靕磢鰱晹熴扟糴㫥跣呏戹䯖㮰彿喥誆镾
會熱酽跣噴呯棾靕敿䯖彿怇呯踽嶯䯖棾



酽跣醭㫊茩艊㖖醭鉋鼷艊ǹ踵䯖㮰喥曧
酽贖醭匯鰱灝䄉、踵鑫鎢媰敱楇䯖彿㫤
䅔夃鑫詆侳酽跣餆鐉㚧䯖嚙棡艊黋麠嬟
侸䯖彿灖醭悿悇鰱㚯黋麠詼廡彿䯖磢
謚䯖恦黋麠廡艊藥悁砡、忞飨醭勢醑
俍䯖彿㦳醢艊芕鐱㰊⺖悁砡鑫、㫥樭彿
酽㦳ǔ鐉浧赹䯖剴斾俍鸝灝醭澏䯖鳅徚
喥誆偡恦彿㬍螻、躐謚䯖罌踵彿箏擇鑫
嶗穟瀭䯒踽㒄曧瀭鳅䯓鮪酽㡽艊梽＝䯖
彿傼傼嶗彿媐媐荁酭鮪昢偘躐謚㰊⺖㬍
詛鑫嚙棡艊鳅徚咲、㮰暚鎬䯖幫㚧曧恦
叾厸門俋忴曧桭㳛㒄艊、!

彿媐媐㒄螻棾艊㮰酽俍䯖彿會鑫酽跣俋
矇＃⺸鉝￥䯖嗴鄭喥曧彿咲䆥伄艊斊
咇䯖彿羮鑫斊咇忞桹艊覨怶恦䯖磢謚僉
熱咲㳚鳏忞桹艊ょ桽䯖踵彿媐媐會鑫酽
跣墤鳏䯖慘踵㓄䉳蛷、!

D;＃瑪蹺牐犗頯梮咲鄖＝￥嶗＃牐犗頯
梮咲邁嶗蹺￥曧酽螻鲇壚䯩㛺㛺㫥跣
＃鄖＝￥嶗＃邁嶗蹺￥壚䯖彾踵呅艊＃旝
誼㯵㯵䂏￥暚倉竊噉䯩鮪妔銠䯩!

K;!曧2:98妘䯖彿27噉、!

D;! 倉艊羠牆嶗攝慘嫕跤䯖備豸夠夠㭔
醢酽鲢＃蜶鳏￥䯖瀷偧㛺祙梐爳嶗骼艊
桻傖髦。︹酽鬣慘閔︺跤艊紹䉣嘪。㫤
桹錼浧暚蘕醢艊翇浧竑訵訵䯖骼髦嶗倉
艊饅跀曧鳘躅攖䯩羠牆㳚艊桻傖䯩攝
慘。蔠裮。諦慘艊唻㝧䯩骼髦備豸唻倉
岄曧嬟鬢駣䯖倉嶗骼髦躐䄄雩荁侐晹
䄄䯖曧桹酽蟢俍磢艊鎽跀䯩!

K;!彿忞釀艊。徏慘閔跤艊㫥鲢桻傖髦䯖
姉㛫曧忞桹鳏窹＆＆倉㛺艊煫䀨䯖曧酽

蟢俍磢艊饅跀䯖忞飨㛺骼髦㰊曧彿䯖鍖
醭曧嶗彿桹時艊唻㝧、!

D;! 倉＃旝頯羠猌￥艊暆梕䯖䅵翍翍躐
侳䯖倉艊釀慘曧醭曧雩鞲㛝潣婩僔䯩忞
飨＝桹︹䏴慇︺艊惤掟䯩!

K;!彿㓌嬱曧鞲啢㛺婩僔艊䯖鮪設跤艊暚
鎬䯖桹酽跣枛壺䯖彿㰊羮棾釀慘䯖瀯俍
恦靕墰饅鮪酽跣応䄄㳚䉳䯖誆盧㚾鞲䃸
釟㳚䉳恦遠䒂嶗朷䒂㬞㫧棾、瀯俍釀鴛
侸跣啢暚䯖輜馣棾抲蜶、彿㚪踵彿㮰暚
嬟鲶糴㮰鲢暚賂䯖詵飨喼嵔鰱韓謫。螻
宎嶗麉椨、貶㮰跣啢㛺䯖粷鮪螻嶎㡽棾
姉㛫曧嬟妦衘艊䯖彿㚶嬱㮰暚澐鮪荱
︹啨妘醎竑躐硡峫︺。杚壔㳟艊㛝䯖㫤
桹嘇樴犾俓䯖姉㛫曧糴鑫㫥鲢嬁閼棾悀
僨彿艊䉣曗梕艊㭝嶎、俋氥釀鑫竊醐
叄、彿唻㛝潣桹酽蟢徃侕徏㬏㮌䯖詵镾
曧罌踵彿醭斝㠾磢蕓羮㫥蟢蜶鮒艊ィ㫊
昷媀、彿酽茻㚪踵㛝潣醭曧酽蟢忞㜙㛝
鳏艊ィ㫊䯖鍖曧酽蟢蜶蕓䯖茻勢粷鮪彿
㫤㫥躅㚪踵、彿㓌嬱㛝曧㛺熱㮰鲢醭镾
㛺熱艊、㫥跣㓅寳雩嬁閼鑫彿唻頯梮攝
慘忞慁桹艊尓姪䯖麹磢彿㫤曧會鑫嬟侸
镾⺖㛺熱艊趼㒂嶗嶎詛鶯蓜艊趼㒂、貶
曧䯖彿酽茻煫桹敘黌㫓㫥跣尓姪䯖囑罌
嬟誖雜䯖詛釀熱醭镾⺖釀熱艊䯖詛朄粷
醭詵㓄艊䯖詛屒鍊㮰鲢醭镾⺖屒鍊艊䯖
唻彿棾㛺桖桹煢媆撾䯖鞲㫥跣嶯躏醢
㛺䯖彿酽茻鮪豈侕、!

︹䏴慇︺艊惤掟瀷㪏記磢䯖2::8妘酽
跣慘咲桻傖嫼壔栯桹俍棾恓彿䯖㛺㒄詛
愊㛅䏴慇䯖壔梐彿酽讜詛妛惤砎礣穻、
躐頌彿妛煫荱㫓骼艊㛝潣䯖貶曧堝鑫骼
艊鄽證躐謚䯖鑫㓦勢骼桪鄽曧跣㮰躅桹
赗蜶誑詿撾艊㛝鳏䯖貶曧漲罌赗蜶鰓⺲
賓㫧鑫語䅳䯖墬醭侸桹鴛棾妘䯖鍖鹾粷
鮪鞣磢鮪釀㛝䯖彿獿踵巃誤、鍖鹾䯖肬

舖嶗澐夠曧偧駁㩸懙嶗鲒荁嬁閼艊䯩鰓
⺲艊鳏䯒瀯跣鳏㰊曧鰓⺲艊壚䯓偧駁畝
羠牆醣詛䯩偧駁畝酭醁攝慘䯩＆＆㰊曧
彿椥踵巃蠻㢩艊䯖鲋曧彿嶎羮桖踵骶鄫
艊昷媀棾扜啀骼䯖㡽蔅嫚絹瀯蟩镾㚶嫚
35夅翍䉳壚䯖彿嫕暚喥㫥躅嶎艊、!

D;! 謚棾䯖勢倉婩僔嶯㛌勢頯梮咲醭澏
翍翍㫥酽樭躐謚䯖倉桹酽跣暚梕備豸鮪
釀慘嶗頯梮攝慘醢颭艊赗撾嶗暚䄄墬醭
侸䯖羗靧頌鍎桖侸䯩釀慘嶗頯梮攝慘艊
饅跀曧尫躅樭艊䯩!

K;!彿樰梪煫桹恦㬕愞翍翍。徏釀慘。徏
䇦⿷。徏掟嬁訵訵醮曧壠曧頯梮咲鎽跀
㡽棾、躐忞飨羮釀慘徏羮時艊昷媀艊攝
慘䯖曧罌踵彿嶎攝慘、!

頯梮咲誆曧酽跣蛼＝㓕頥嶗俧€鍖墱䯖
嶗謖濕桹饅䯖貶嶗攝慘灖晹饅跀䯖雩嶗
彿艊桭獿艊漻梐煫桹饅跀、!

瀸趵謚㮰瀇暚梕䯖俋氥桹跏醑妘䯖彿桖
侸艊曧鮪釀慘䯖㮰曧罌踵彿㮰暚醭嶎翍
翍䯖鍖鹾䯖唻酽跣㠱裯艊瀸趵羠棾㛺䯖
釀慘艊彾梪桖濱、茻勢彿镾龈嬱㡽酽跣
鲈忲荁梽嶗镾給勢嫚絹梽躐謚䯖彿忴婩
僔恦蠻㢩㩸蠩㫓詛、!

D;! 彿荱勢倉醭啨艊旝叄㰊曧鮪2::7勢
2::9妘躐䄄攝慘艊䯖訅鲈跣瀷㪏䇗跤
艊暚䄄曧3116妘躐謚䯖㫥酽暚梕頯梮
慘閔艊攝慘雩桖鎢呯梕嶗哣䇗鑫、鮪
2:::妘勢3116妘躐䄄㫥跣ィ䉳醢荱棾
瀷㪏＃聥鲋攝慘￥艊暚鎬䯖倉踽㒄曧鮪
妔鳘躅攖䯩!

K;! 2::6妘瀸趵謚䯖彿艊墡慘雜瀕曧獿
鰷艊︹ぃ㭠︺棇宺蛼、貶曧䯖茻勢

2::9妘姌棇宺蛼⺖饅䃽彿㰊煫桹鮪獿
鰷蒔㫓酽俍䯖彿⺖茻扟牋勢譯鲷、罌踵
彿曧譯鲷㚶鍎襽綾酽艊墡慘鳏蘚䯖鍖鹾
曧桸騷䯖彿呝彾鑫棇宺蛼艊郿袚嶗㳕釀
墡慘躐謚䯖㫤桹俋㳝艊暚䄄䯖竊豸㰊羮
棾釀慘。掟嬁。惤嫚絹嶗趼㬧㒂㬧、嫕
磢謚鍎彿颭艊暚䄄桖侸䯖鄽夠詛㮾宺椌
㮰荱骼敒䇗艊諤蟢頯梮㡊㚵䯖雩鄽夠嶗
椂螆趼斾俍燅鮪酽㡽鎯俍䯖雩鄽夠嶗㛝
鳏。慘咲嶗談慘咲髦玈鮪酽㡽＆＆雩輟
漜詛晈ǹ、!

茻勢2::9妘姌䯖罌踵棇宺蛼⺖饅䃽䯖
彿鮪譯鲷俢詛鑫諦熴艊㦳麋䯖喥螻勢鑫
獿鰷、㫤偡䯖彿詵飨螻勢彿靕墰艊応
厸䯖㮰曧酽倧彿墱鄽桸辭鑫酽妘侸貶㫤
鞲梥㜑䉳艊駡哻、彿剴婩僔釀啢㛺䯖愽
菑酽跣啢EW詛㫥跣䅜羠艊╙壈蠐侐珪
駣䯖惤鑫嬟侸謚棾彿蠙躐踵︹鳏艊竊鰓
㾮︺艊啢蓪穻䯒謚棾誄︹穻贖︺䯓、罌
踵彿醭鮪譯鲷鑫䯖荱㡽棾彿鞲頯梮觶狆
俢鑫䯖貶曧㮰暚彿㫤曧贋鎢鑫醭啨嗴
㓋、䒫魯曧䅘創㮍㛽彿鮪骼艊贜啯㡱昤
霎姎會鑫彿艊訅酽跣跣嗴䯖羗靧㫤捵點
㩱慼㫧鑫當眓偧3114妘儨喺昤儕妘嗴
艊＃妭趼寚㩱￥䯖鍖鹾㫤驔鑫酽跣
DDB!B艊値、㫥酽賽㚯鳏㓌嬱彿㫤鮪頯
梮翨跤䯖誆曧鞲榚昷䉳㛺䯖彿鮪酽跣㫅
釐珪駣、!

3112妘婩僔䯖彿婩僔鄩鄬酽鲢㓅嬁牆
誤䯖鄩婠鑫酽跣蛼筧誄＃鎽諦撾㳝￥䯖
㛛蹕書発酽醣獿鰷艊旝頯䉣妘唻頯梮攝
慘艊蠻㢩䯖㫤嶗桻傖髦酽㡽會鑫酽梪箏
襫騷窹䯖勢侐酓桻傖髦翄㛣鄩袚。惛棧
獸艊㡤錫、㮰暚獿鰷艊棧獸ǹ趵瀷㪏郹
瞐 䯖 熱 騷 瀷 㪏 䎌 濕 䯖 騷 窹 謖 誄
︹Qbsbepy︺跤旝謖曧︹㜲︺、嶗鎽諦
撾㳝酽樭䯖㰊曧儫儫噯謖艊、騷窹僨ǹ
勢妭墕。譯鲷。彾㰊訵酽鲢╙壈䯖嬟寚
䀏綈酽裶䯖羗靧醢鑫醑鎽霎姎艊桸䀏㳝
戹ǹ汙頌竊謖、謚棾會鑫訅鲈梕䯖桹鑫



啢叾躐謚䯖彿嶗儫儫艊赗撾醭牨䯖喥煫
桹畝婜醁醣詛、嫕暚桹嬟侸饅鲋偧駁鮪
鄘梪醢會頯梮慘閔艊嶎熴䯖雩曧詵嵲
鑫、!

雩墬醭侸鞲㮰跣暚鎬婩僔䯖椂螆趼。䅘
朥鲑。桛旳嶗彿鄽夠鮪NTO醢㚮㛀鄩
彾酽跣鄩諦䯖酽㡽會鲢慘閔嶗嗴㓋、啢
鄩謖叄彿髦㰊嶎鑫嬟侸䯖桭謚彿髦羮鑫
椂螆趼僉艊䯖薶呯誄＃俍櫐￥啢鄩䯖姉
㛫曧鮪3113妘、躐謚彿髦雩酽茻鮪㜎
諤靕艊攝慘㚧陝䯖貶曧㰊煫镾薶呯酽跣
諦慘昷橉䯖詵镾曧俋咲㰊跣屟俒媰艊釐
敭、茻勢3115妘設䗮佖暺會醢犦儕妘
嗴䯖骼唻㫥跣嶎熴嬟桹蠻㢩䯖䃾桹煫桹
詵镾飨㫥跣鄩諦艊昷媀會酽鬣慘閔贋
嗴、鲋曧䯖彿髦諤會鑫酽跣9鰓㾮艊嬁
絹慘閔、謚棾啢鄩雩煫酭醁酽㡽會慘
閔、㫥跣啢鄩絹曧酽跣疦鼯鄩鄬䯖醭蓜
鳘躅暚鎬詵镾＝腦熱棾牆誤酽醣、!

嫕彿嬱勢醭羮怇則醢醣紬艊恔㜀躐謚䯖
彿魯謚詛鑫獿鰷翄㓉詬嶗︹輕齲囈騷︺
墡慘䯖貶曧墡慘㳝暺朄瀷彿鮪譯鲷艊暚
鎬侸鑫竊縛、嫕磢䯖㫥㚯彿唻剓鉢桹賽
㦳艊鉢䖢䯖㫥唻彿躐謚艊攝慘桹鲢嬁
閼䯖雩㚾雩蟢醣鑫311:妘婩僔艊跀燒
跣嗴︹ィ尓︺艊蟢厸、嬨鬢謚棾㫤鮪酽
跣姫㜎＝醢酓彿艊頯梮酽跣誖蠙＃剓鉢
粷呺踽躏￥嶗＃暚啹粷呺踽躏￥、彿妛
醭㚪詵㫥蟢㛺熴䯖嫕暚㫤鲅㪵鑫竊訶䯖
罌踵彿㚪踵踽㓅張粷呺、鍖鹾䯖鮪＃ィ
尓￥跤忞會艊䯖峘峘曧偧駁㮌鋁㚯頯梮
墡慘彾踵剓鉢墡慘䯖㚯攝慘鍎嶼時鲋㚶
鍎、嫕磢䯖嬨鬢鮪謚棾艊僨㔃跤會鑫嶼
時、!

鮪︹輕齲囈騷︺墡慘艊鄽證䯖嬟俋鰱怳
嗴鑫彿唻暚鲇敤熎艊蠻㢩、㮰暚彿墱鄽
嶗儫儫羠牆鮪酽㡽䯖偝錨桹俍羠艊寖蹺
寖炓艊蟝屟、謚棾偝靕墰㛺唻敤熎艊贋
醮硰嵔詵镾棾靕㭤™䯖偝桪鄽抲勢㫓偝
艊俋穠麇賂䯒䌄貊咲䯖魍ィ慘＃玴賂

桏￥䯖蠐鴛酽噉暚鮪艢攢鲇黌跤竒竆䯓
雩曧酽跣蠘椥悅㦳鲋敤熎艊頯梮咲䯖偝
唻昦䄋艊饅宆媰砮鰱嬁閼鑫彿、!

3113妘榚酽俍䯖酽跣㛄㚧壎桻傖鶯㛏
彿䯖鮪骼艊墡慘咇桹酽跣嗴㓋䯖㫥跣鰱
昷蟇彿醢紬艊鰱昷嬟㫝、彿詛荱鑫䯖忞
飨彿㚪㛌鑫鉸鲑䯖罌踵㮰曧骼艊跣嗴、
俋氥桹鴛跣鳏墢諢贋鎢鑫㫥跣醭啀夠艊
嗴㓋、嗴㓋謖喥曧㫥跣駡哻氒艊応䄄
誑、鉸鲑艊㮰鬣䒮艆慘閔姉㛫曧訅酽漛
嗴熱䯖彿唻鉸鲑㛺䉯夠輟漜㫥鬣慘閔䯖
喥㫥樭彿髦彾鑫桻傖、骼㮰暚嶗紹褢讜
賓鮪酽跣俋轉㳚䯖彿＝暚醭暚詛㮰簍艊
酽跣啢㱟壚輜㱟鎯俍、謚棾䫁蘇棾鑫獿
鰷䯖嶗彿彾鑫鮪︹輕齲囈騷︺艊讜鲇、!

3115妘彿嶗鉸鲑。紹褢鮪酽跣㱟壚輜
㱟䯖棾鑫酽跣鉸鲑艊桻傖、醭蓜踵駁䯖
骼俋㜎㡽鮪獿鰷酽跣蟴哣艊TN觶艊敭
鲇䯖瀷偧偧駁恦酽跣鳏㜉斊彾酽誆筯䯖
磢謚詵飨羮䀍厸跀賓骼艊閮厸詛絹㭨筯
酽樭㭨骼＆＆彿㓌嬱俒蜶倇鑫䯖鲋曧樰
懪骼抲辭酓彿艊鈫襽鰱鯰詛恓㫥跣＃蟴
哣鄩鄬￥䯖楇磢骼髦螻惡鶯㛏彿㛺䯖㒄
彿夃醢偔傖徏傿厸詛贋鎢骼髦艊酽跣懙
傿鏅＝、㫥樭䯖彿煫斝畝鎽跀、㫓鑫醭
蹼䯖彿恦㫥跣鄽證嫕觛㛣酽樭㚸酓鉸鲑
骼髦堝艊暚鎬䯖骼嶗彿鰓鲶鑫骼艊詆酽
跣鄽證䯖喥曧骼鮪彿髦澐鮪輜㱟艊㫥跣
㱟壚荱㫓酽跣䉯夠傝剠艊偔叾厸鮪㣹㾱
諎鞡䯖貶謾呺偝曧翇簍㦳䯖誆醭㫓骼艊
巃㓌跀酛呝瑪㚪踵靕墰曧偔屟、㫥鞣磢
曧彿巃蠻㢩艊䃾䎪䯖麹磢煫桹㮰蟢Ⅹ桹
鳏艊㦳鉢貶㚪踵靕墰曧筯Ⅹ㮰躅椥覜䯖
貶曧㫥蟢Ⅹ桹菑翇屟㦳鉢漲靕㚪曧偔屟
Ⅹ雩媰砮䈘摮鑫彿䯖鍖鹾彿酽茻唻＃㦷
佮￥嶗＃瞝䙙￥。＃鐉㦳￥嶗＃赗蜶￥
躐貙艊䃾䎪巃蠻㢩、彿襫張䃾勢㫥跣鳏
艊鎽跀翄㛣䯖彿㚶嬱䒫魯曧㫥跣㱟壚艊
鍈椢煄趸▕䯒頯梮咲嶗䌄貊咲䯓夎彿鎽
跀艊、煫㫓侸啨俍䯖㮰跣＃偔叾￥姉煄

趸▕躐㮍畝漛勢㱟壚棾ィ甡㾱諎鞡、彿
婩僔羮掟絹梽惤掟䯖磢謚彿㚪㛌鑫偝Ⅹ
妕簍、妕簍嫕朷喥夃彿詛鑫獿鰷詆酽跣
㱟壚-誄＃醑囑頥㱟壚￥䯖曧骼艊＃讜
貙髦￥艊䇗鏅鰱䯖瀯跣朷醢㰊桹翇怹偔
⺸艊ィ甡、!

彿嶗儫儫颭鑫酽妘艊暚䄄棾惤骼髦䯖謚
棾彿髦嶎會酽跣㚶嫚嶗談嵔玈諦艊酽跣
穻厸䯖桭謚薶呯㬕愞妕簍。蹉鄴嶗䒮䒮
慘踵穻跤艊踽㓕、澐墣彿扟鑫酽跣夌櫇
屒妭鶯穻㡠鑫竊醐廬䯖鲋曧喥恦㫥跣嶎
熴呺粷鑫、㮰瀇暚䄄彿㫤惤鑫酽鄩翇㦳
艊偔屟嶗偔㦳艊翇屟䯖彿恦㫥鄩礣穻誄
︹讜鉢︺、謚棾嶗㮰跣穻厸酽㡽鮪當眓
偧詇陝艊妭墕醑妘嗴嗴熱、!

D;!讜酽暚梕䯖2::8妘勢3117妘躐䄄䯖
梣梣曧㠵褀艊攝慘踽䎪䯖踵鳘躅桹梣
梣䯩偝曧倉鞲瀟㳚恓勢艊䯩偝曧尫樭艊
酽跣鳏䯩桹鳘躅敭鲇!

K;!曧鮪椈墕酽跣暃㠭掱醢㭔勢偝艊䯖嬟
詵穚艊樭厸䯖貶曧闧醢桹酽㭠⺲釟、罌
踵曧酽跣啢啢艊梣記䯖彿喥誄偝梣梣、
雩㚾曧闧醢艊⺲釟㚯偝荱㡽棾嶗時艊啢
梣記醭酽樭䯖彿㒄鑫偝䯖鍈椢㫤䅔㬍鑫
酽跣啢翇叾嶗酽與䖂、!

彿嶎㮰暚鎬姉㛫曧瀷㪏䈑㒄酽跣巃嵔艊
哠怐唻㝧䯖酽跣飽錯、偧楇煫桹鳏䯖㮰
躅梣記雩ǹ䯖鍖鹾偝㫤曧㮰躅偡掓夃、
桹酽瀇暚䄄䯖彿煆犨鮪彿嶗偝艊珪彽躐
跤、雩㚾桹鳏＝㛺䯖㫥誆曧酽跣鳏艊珪
彽、㫥跣㭠絔茻勢粷鮪彿忴暺艀䯖彿髦
酽茻㰊曧酽跣鳏鮪粬珪彽䯖晹㛀倉嶗侸
啨鳏鮪酽㡽、貶曧䯖鮪㮰跣暚鎬䯖桹
＃梣梣￥㫥跣＃偝￥䯖彿㓌嬱㫥跣珪彽
忴桹嶯屒䯖㫥㚯彿㓌嬱㫥曧酽跣儕鳏珪

彽䯖彿嶗偝鮪諤蟢嵔乵跤鲶糴妢嶎躐
貊、!

2::8妘彿鮪譯鲷㳕㛅酽瀕鍈㛝鳏鲊謾
蓨、酽㓄䉳䯖彿喥镾巃糴勢骼俍莏艊屟
嵔嶗鰿綫艊羠噯撾䯖㫥跏鍎㰊曧䉯夠镾
煢媆彿艊䯖㮰酽妘暚䄄彿鄽夠詛愊㛅
骼、啔㫝馬鴛噉鑫䯖㫤㮰躅輟漜㜎㛀甅
鲻艊偔叾厸䯖灖醭㚹㔃唻銊偔艊硰穚、
桹酽漛彿酓骼惤礣艊暚鎬䯖骼㛺㡽骼桭
俋艊掟嬁蠻㢩喥曧酓偔叾厸惤礣穻、粷
鮪嶎㡽棾䯖彿㓌嬱骼酽呯惤鑫竊艁謖偔
叾艊礣穻䯖偧楇會酽跣嗴㓋姉㛫曧䉯夠
桹嶯屒艊、䯒彿雩輟漜惤諤蟢偔叾礣
穻䯖惤掟鑫酽艁侸瀕＃儯銢￥艊偔叾䯖
㫥曧醭曧彿㓌嬱嶗骼㮰躅悅釐艊㛇暺
攖䯩䯓、!

骼踵偔鳏罌＃蕚鰥聶凗鉖￥鰩㫓窰䯖嫕
頴䉣䃾骼謚醭謚崏暚䯖骼螻詄㭠䯤＃晹
崏䯖㫥㳚桹魍麽䯖貶雩嬱斊苩、㫥跣斊
苩喥曧嫕䉳唻酽跣穚倉艊偔鳏暚䯖倉㒄
響斝、￥!

嗎鴛妘魍骼喥釀㫓㫥樭艊㛝訶䯤＃踵鑫
酽漛寚貊艊鳅蕎0醭嵲貾藣彿靕墰、￥
骼㫤謭彿㬛䉃鑫骼艊㭤巻䯖羮忞桹艊蠘
鰃鮪鍈咲婠酽跣颭艤䯖抲辭酓妘㪇鳏鮪
㳚䉳㜎嵔㛺穚、!

2::9妘艊暚鎬䯖彿愽熱酽鲢梣梣艊礣
穻酓骼荱䯖㢇㫥跣梽＝㛽骼釀鑫酽謄叄
＃穚嵔鞡詬￥、彿㛺飨謚詵镾酓梣梣會
酽跣嗴㓋䯖喥羮㫥跣謖叄、!

嫕磢彿㮰暚偧澑輟漜詛恓骼䯖㫤罌踵骼
艊鄽證。㮰蟢晹㮷艊俍莏媰砮鰱煢媆
彿、㫥蟢俍莏曧唻媰棈艊晹嵾嶗㫨蟇、
＃㫨蟇￥曧慇骼唻麇駁嫮媀艊棈撾酁椨
㰊墮慁㣣蟇䯖骼荁惡靕羾艊頯梮嶗䗮㠻
艊穚嵔、＃彿餚響艊。靕羾艊宆縑0㜇
斝鮪倉醢䉳婠襫骼艊酛熎＆＆￥䯒鲊謾
蓨︹燆犗︺䯖2:73䯓、!



譯噿鮪酽謕鄅寳鲊謾蓨艊旝覈跤釀㭠䯤
鮪酽跣＃䅆鄀鞅炓晜峏￥艊暚魍䯖澐曧
穚醮頯梮㚯骼㢋㢐鑫儂悇艊嗁䅡、雩誆
桹穚醮頯梮䯖忴＝蕚㓦棈撾艊罌楇䀍
棷䯖慻闛呭昷㛣㛳艊晹嫮橑檨䯥忴＝㚯
鳏宆黌嬱榠㩻䯖侟囑醐窹艊㠮巃䯖懲瞝
䙙靕羾䉣曗烔䖑、!

彿嶎䯖㾗唻媰棈䯖彿髦㒄揁婮俵僉媰棈
艊屒醎䯖㙬嵧㮰鲢媰俋鍎䯖雩㙬嵧靕㦳
唻媰俋艊漻梐、!

2:::妘䯖彿鞲譯鲷勢鑫獿鰷、!

D;! 梣梣岄曧桹砎恾㯎䯖皜犦㫨菈。㬃
俢㰊壈。響䃿鈵壉熥䯖謾呺㫤瓕絹㮰酽
魍彾䂏㡽棾艊╙壈啢㡊艊、謚棾梣梣㫤
䂏俋鑫䯩曧鳘躅㚯偝彾䂏艊䯩㫤＝桹梣
梣躅䯩偝艊晈蠿曧醭曧墱鄽酁棴䯩!

K;!彿粷鮪㓌嬱㚯梣梣䂏俋曧酽跣㫓俢、!

彿赗宆椨㬬鑫酽㯵︹梣梣倇㭔㚶︺䯖彿
嶎彿墱鄽呝彾鑫偝、!

酽跣鳏艊䂏俋曧䈑㒄響炚艊䯖鍖鹾䯖䈑
㒄嬟侸嬟侸艊穚、嫕煫桹嬟侸艊穚䯖喥
䈑㒄響炚棾䉳唻、㫥跣＃穚￥艊䃾䎪䯖
鮪鳏羠跤艊嬟䂏䅆瀇㰊＝叅鮪、偔鳏岄
曧瀷翇鳏桖鮪豸穚䯖忞飨䯖酽跣偔鳏艊
彾䂏曧擄瓕戰䅺艊、!

謾呺彿䉯夠巻嶯梣梣烔㫨寚貊。煫桹硡
峫艊、偧楇偝啢䯖喥醭＝嶎㮰躅侸、!

鐞絆鄐鮪熱穼骼嶗穚愛〃燚緤侸妘艊嵔
霎䇗暚鮪頌㔃釀㭠䯤＃鳏貙誆桹鮪鄘
醢䯖忴＝攝㬬熱賂駥。銊偡䯖攝㬬熱莏
絔。蓜㛌。銊孭嶗烔岯艊穚、￥!

詵嵲䯖彿髦醭曧鳢鳢牆鮪鄘醢、!

D;3116妘飨謚䯖︹䒮妕蹉︺。︹N,2䯖
X.2︺嶗︹讜鉢︺㫪醁醑跣慘閔㰊醮㦳
麋。㦳鉢嶗屟時桹饅、麹磢︹䒮妕蹉︺
嫕跤艊踽㓕跛樴棾㛺雩桹麉椨艊彾鰓䯖
貶曧㫥鲢熱粷鮪倉慘閔㳚艊鳏㰊曧莏呺
艊鳏䯖倉曧尫躅㭔醢徏鍎恓勢骼髦艊䯩
倉㫤抲勢鑫儫儫唻倉㫥跣暚梕攝慘艊㫥
竊鬣慘閔艊嬁閼䯖偧楇醭鞯嶯艊㛣䯖镾
錨鉢㛺㛺躅䯩!

K;! 鞲3111妘勢3121妘姌彿艊竊豸忞桹
慘閔䯖儫儫㰊桹贋醮、嬟侸惤掟粷鯫偝
㰊＝鮪酽晄鄖錫彿䯖偧楇偝桹鲇徏鮪謾
骼鰱昷晹熴酽㡽墡慘䯖偝雩＝僨蓪惡、
瀷昷㛺䯤麹磢彿㫥漛煫镾嶗倉酽㡽惤
掟䯖貶曧彿艊宆酽茻鮪倉㮰䯖訵鲋彿雩
曧鮪嶗倉酽㡽墡慘鑫、!

3112妘6桸9暀䯖㫥俍曧儫儫艊羠暀䯖
貶㫥俍彿⺖郿鑫酽跣惤掟䯖罌踵彿鮪惤
︹彿偡䄇䯋︺㫥跣慘閔暚曧酽跣偔踽慁
鳏酓彿會浧竑䯖鍖彿詄姉踵偝惤酽倧礣
穻酓榚跣棇宺羮䯖鍖捨偡偝郿偡艊曧㫥
俍、鲋曧儫儫誆偡擄嫕彿艊錫忲㣗醢㣗
醣䯖呏戹壉鉝、麹磢偝妛醭䗮蠻䯖貶㫤
曧嬟㚪莏鰱鄖錫彿、訵惤呝墱鄽寚朷醢
:砎侸鑫䯖彿嶗儫儫酽㡽勢趼䃸謁鑃孭
▕䯖㣵醢彿㫤垏鑫閳、梪棾㛫彿呏幙偝
艊暚鎬䯖儂㫓棾漲䈑㒄偝棾呏幙彿、粷
鮪嶎㡽棾䯖彿莏曧㫓鰓、!

㫤桹酽漛桖㫓鰓艊鲇嵔䯖曧3117妘彿
惤︹鲇嵔酽暁僨羠喥＝黌嬱誖雜︺㮰鄩
礣穻艊暚鎬䯖朷醢惤呝螻咲墱鄽曧23
砎侸䯖彿髦玜砎镵脹僨粷啨鑫酽脹䯖罌
踵儫儫㠥㠩镵脹諎絔䯖鲋曧彿㒄烢偝嶗
彿酽㡽䖂醢螻勢㮰跣粷鯫詛恓、!

彿晹熴畝釀醣詛䯖饅鲋儫儫嶗彿酽㡽攝
慘艊鄽證䯖嫕彿桹㢹侽艊宆撾棾恔惔螻
宎嶗霎釀螻宎艊暚鎬䯖彿＝豕䃸詛釀、!

彾妘穼艊梣梣竊豸㰊曧儫儫怹甡艊、!

D;! 倉謚䉳艊竊跣慘閔䯖藥愥︹䉯夠鰱
傄艊䏣杛︺。︹鲇嵔酽暁僨羠喥＝黌彾
㾘厸︺。︹䧸頥訶厸︺嶗︹唻醭㡽︺訵
訵䯖㰊桹㮰躅酽砎蛼＝屟倀敤熎屟䯖醭
畝曧倉蟔鳏羠牆㳚㭺㭔勢。徏鍎蘕醢艊
鑫、倉曧醭曧酽跣＝鮪＃晹熴桹敱ǹ
誤￥嶗＃䖂醢ǹ誤￥躐䄄笻聧艊鳏䯩㫥
鲢慘閔雩詵飨⺖荱慘曧酽蟢ǹ誤䯩!

K;!彿㚪踵麇駁唻㝧䯖偧楇呅桹艊㛣䯖呅
姉晹梪㠮艊嘄屟、曧彿髦鮪荱嬜呅髦艊
暚鎬䯖酓呅㠺醢鑫嘄屟槪誐、曧蛼＝㚯
呅桹鑫蛼＝屟䯖曧敤熎㚯呅桹鑫敤熎
屟、︹䉯夠鰱傄艊䏣杛︺喥曧䏣杛礣穻
鍖墱䯖偧楇彿髦嶎桖侸鰱鑫㓦惤掟鑨
杛䯖嫕暚慘鍎曧跣穚偡掟嬁艊＃䖊傖￥
䯒舽嘪穚偡鍎䯓、踵鳘躅彿㒄詛惤掟㳛
妷㮰跣魳謖艊＃㾘厸忊￥䯒︹鲇嵔酽暁
僨羠喥＝黌彾㾘厸︺䯓䯖彿㓌嬱㮰跣㾘
厸忊艊氒艊嫮媀嶗儦尓絹酽奟彽談艊踽
㓕、鍖︹䧸頥訶厸︺䯖曧艊䯖㮰暚鎬彿
荱鑫酽媑蹕穻䯖㫥媑蹕穻曧酽媑⺖硢磍
艊闧䯖曧酽瀕91噉艊鍈俧艊闧䯖! 骼踵
鑫悇㚴媰惖骼艊応厸鍖醮簍厸酽讜靕
碷䯖醭妟䯖誆桹骼牆鑫醣棾、㫥樭牆醣
棾䯖曧酽鯫畑䂏艊鏞櫇、!

D;! 倉㛺倉䉣啨妘暚梕叧翍翍艊暚鎬䯖
酽俍勢朷嶎菑偔叾䯖謚棾鮪倉艊啢㛺攝
慘㳚䯖雩夠夠桹㮰躅酽瀕＃僝児￥䯖慘
踵㮰瀕叞箏。窹㠮㠱貂。敽巃嶗侸啨桹
砎廟謭艊旝頯翇䉣妘屟妢嶎嶗赗蜶敿㡔
艊唻㝧、勢鑫倉311:妘攝慘艊︹1/8&
艊苲︺。︹㜨奟︺嶗︹儯銢艊䯖俒儯銢
艊䯋︺嫕跤䯖彿髦備豸荱勢鑫㫥鲢僝児
髦㰊⺖粷呺壇詛鑫＃玜鄌呝銊￥艊侳

ょ䯖䅵鑫剓鉢跤艊㫥鲢嫮㝧䯖倉荁惡㮰
鲢艀暀櫇跤艊銊偡唻㝧鮪粷呺㳚㫤叅鮪
躅䯩!

K;!嬟侸慘咲。蟨叧咲㰊㛺㫓䯤＃偔鳏曧
酽跣㜢、￥頌醭蹼䈞㳟雩㛺㫓、饅鲋
＃粷呺￥䯖彿㚪踵喥曧＃踽㓅￥、彿㚪
踵煫桹酽跣箏襫鲋彿髦踽㓅躐侳艊粷
呺、曧彿髦魯酓＃偝髦￥褀醢鑫＃玜鄌
呝銊￥艊侳ょ䯖怱菑鲋㫥跣＃玜鄌呝
銊￥艊氥寳䯖磢謚雩曧彿髦畝巉峏鰱壇
詛㫥嗃侳ょ䯒妛醭叅鮪䯓䯖妛劧蝝鲋酽
跣壺㛄醮墰晹饅艊＃粷呺￥、!

彿晹熴醭唻＃偝髦￥悹菑穚嵲嶗屍崷躐
宆、!

彿鰓醭玜＃艀暀櫇￥嶗＃粷呺￥瀟跣桖
醭絹櫇、!

D;︹暀㚶︺。︹嵔霎︺嶗︹呏䉪艊㦳
鉢︺䯖巃㓌㰊曧竊鬣瀷㪏蟔哣艊慘閔、
罌踵嬟蟔哣䯖忞飨呅髦備豸雩竑時艊
銊䯖麹磢銊㫥跣㛓䯖粷鮪羮棾抰㫼嫕魍
頯梮備豸墱鄽醭峘嫕、偧楇詵飨艊㛣䯖
镾㛺㛺攝慘㫥鲢慘閔艊暚鎬倉跣鳏艊㭺
㭔嶗笶尓躅䯩!

K;!鮪彿啢暚鎬荱翄嬁䯖鄽夠＝荱勢酽苾
镵穻敡呝懙醢詆侳酽苾镵穻暚䯖鮪䀅奟
醢䒫魯＝䏳寚鰱䃺熱竊跣叄䯖煫訵彿荱
玜毞鳘躅叄䯖喥酽㫓狆俢鑫䯖磢謚䯖踽
㓕艊敭鲇酭醁醣詛、㮰暚彿喥嶎䯖偧楇
㫥跣翄嬁㰊曧敭鲇艊旝叄䯖呅酽夅酽夅
敡鑫熱棾䯖訵彿髦鞲翄嬁䅳熱棾艊暚
鎬䯖彿髦墱鄽荱呝鑫斾跣敭鲇䯖貶曧彿
髦漲醭蓜㭠僨羠鑫鳘躅䯖蟴哣鞣磢鮪翄
嬁㮰苾镵穻㳚䉳、㫥跣嶎熴酽茻煫桹鞈
婮䯖茻勢3115妘彿忴桹棷鬣詵飨醭羮
颭㠿墤㡊棾呺粷、㫥喥曧︹暀㚶︺艊棾
羾、粷鮪嶎㡽棾䯖3115妘澐曧侐鮪⺖



噯㫜躐犗賠韌艊暚梕䯖彿髦桹鑫訅酽跣
叾厸䯖侸妘棾墱鄽雳嶊艊鳏羠㓕頥僨羠
嬟俋艊㩸懙、㫤桹唻暚䄄艊敆㱚醭畝嶗
飨頌酽樭䯖彿艊墡慘雜瀕醭畝咷宧彿靕
羾醢醣紬＆＆彿嶎䯖㫥曧酽跣昦艊敭鲇
婩僔鑫、喥誽唻彿靕墰棾㛺䯖雩曧酽跣
荱醭玜艊敭鲇、!

嶗︹呏䉪艊㦳鉢︺酽樭䯖彿粷鮪㫤醭镾
莏艊詛㜎㛀︹嵔霎︺䯖唻彿棾㛺䯖嫕暚
侐鲋酽蟢崺閎艊笶尓、彿嶎詛絔㓦雩㚾
彿晹熴詛絔㓦艊趼㒂䯖瀷偧䯖穚嶗蓪
枃、彿飨踵㫥誆曧侐鲋靕㠥艊ィ㫊䯖貶
曧彿荱勢酽謕㛊㛀旝覈抲勢䖂竑〃陸㳚
鐞䯒Nbu!Dpm! m! jtibx䯓雩羮㫓颭嶗瞐棾
ィ㫊、彿巃勢酽蟢敡椡䯖罌踵彿梪棾喥
煫桹荱勢㫓骼艊㮰鄩慘閔䯖㫤罌踵㫥跣
鲇籌夎錫彿狆䅵鑫醢㫼㮰蟢惔宆、呅醭
曧靕㛺靕㛣䯖雩醭曧酽啌謭竑呯艊鳏囅
㛺艊蟔惡䯖鍖曧㚯彿嶯㛌勢鳏貙邁㬦艊
嵔巃、㫥曧蟢赗蜶艊邁憈䯖晹㛀曧鮪趼
昷㫤曧㒂昷䯖晹㛀曧㫨詁㫤曧㫝鞔、!

D;＃颭￥。＃硙瞐￥嶗＃賂￥曧倉艊慘
閔㳚夠夠熱粷艊酽跣廬踃徏踽䎪䯖呅髦
桹暚鎬曧犗畑踽躏艊。衂鄓張㬩艊䯖桹
暚鎬曧濈㲅艊。曀鲋釺䈇艊䯖倉羠牆㳚
䉳曧醭曧桪鄽桹酽鲢嶗㫥竊樭趼㒂竑時
桹饅鎽艊鄽證䯩镾㛺酽㛺讖䯩!

K;!儫儫竑時輟漜颭、偝雩輟漜㬍颭酓桻
傖髦、!

＃賂￥䯒磜瞐曧賂艊酽蟢䯓慘踵酽跣廬
踃嶗踽䎪䯖薶呺鮪彿酽跣瀷㪏䂏艊暚梕
跤夠夠熱粷、貶曧䯖彿嶎醭勢鳘躅醮賂
桹竑時饅鎽艊羠牆鄽證、彿誆镾㛺䯖㫥
蟢竑時艊蠻㢩曧梪镾屟艊、!

D;鮪︹雯嶟︺艊㳕㛅跤倉㜎勢嶗㯞宺雲
艊饅跀䯖㛺＃彿嶗骼㮰跣鎢誑䯖醭曧㛺
彿髦艊慘閔桹鳘躅鎽跀䯖鍖曧彿嶗骼慘
踵鳏艊跣鉢艊鎽跀䯖詵飨㛺曧鍈雯艊饅
跀。詵飨㛺曧罌踵彿髦鮪酽㡽慡㫓呹艊
饅跀䯖罌踵鮪酽㡽輜㫓㱟艊饅跀䯖雩詵
飨㛺曧罌踵鮪煁焎彿髦艊咲荁䆥誆桹澒
ǹ21鰓㾮艊饅跀、彿㓌嬱㫥樭艊饅跀
瀷彿髦艊慘閔艊饅跀桖踵咃㓅酽砎䯖㡽
蔅呅咷曀⺖㛺暺艀、￥彿嶎㫥訶㛣晼詵
飨慘踵鞔俍抲䃾艊岄酁䯖雩詵飨慘踵彿
髦澐鮪豈侕艊㫥跣嗴㓋艊酽跣駱訥、!

㳕㛅鍎0鲊嬁饛!

3121妘23桸!



Conversation｜Nikita Yingqian Cai X Jiang Zhi 

2010.12

Questions for Jiang Zhi 

C: It was your writing about Yuan Jiang (a city 
located in north Hubei Province) that helped 
me to have a better understanding of you. It 
seems to me that period was of great 
importance for your art to take form. So 
today’s interview will start from there. 

In Memoirs of Arty Youngsters in Yuanjiang, 
you wrote “carrying a drawing pad on your 
back while out after sundown, you would 
always run into them — the long haired 
loners with the unmistakable gaze of the 
artist…The immaterial component of this 
gaze is mainly created by the intense internal 
struggle between ‘I am a dumb-fuck’ and ‘I 
am no dumb-fuck’…” I have to say compared 
to your other writings, there is a sense of 
innocence, optimism and wild happiness in 
this particular piece. It’s very contagious. 
Can we say that the “fantasy” quality in your 
future creation has something to do with 
your experience in Yuanjiang? 

J: Several of my friends in Yuan Jiang fit your 
description as innocent, optimistic and wildly 
imaginative. They often do something absurd 
and unconventional, and would hilariously 
tell people about what they have done. 
“dumb-fuck” could also be interpreted as 
“frantic”, insane, unserious and following 
instinct. Such people are by no means few in 
Chu State (B.C.1042-223, now Hunan and 
Hubei provinces). People usually describe 
culture of Chu as romantic, unrestrained, 
imaginative and where the boundary 
between fantasy and reality was blurred… 

Generally speaking, people like happiness. 
But now I feel that if we like happiness too 
much, it may result in the opposite. 

“Fantasy” is a kind of floating. I mean, if we 
use “fantasy” as a floating tool, it may be 

dangerous. It depends on whether you put 
“fantasy” and “reality” as two opposites or 
whether you use “fantasy” as a tool and 
means to combat “reality”. 

“Fantasy” is light and free, while “reality” is 
heavy and restrained. Probably we should 
not view “fantasy” and “reality” in this way. 

Both “fantasy” and “reality” are subjective. 
Only by realizing this are we able to find the 
way to live a life and create of our own. 

As far as I’m concerned, to combat “reality” 
with “fantasy” is doomed to be tragic. I used 
to be obsessed with this kind of tragically 
heroic aesthetics, like a moth flies into a 
flame. But now I no longer like that. Instead, I 
believe more in: transforming the subjective 
is to change the reality. 

C: In your interview with Zheng Zhihua, the 
Memoirs of Arty Youngsters in Yuanjiang and 
Perishable Objects, the name of Van Gogh 
was mentioned, and you also said that Van 
Gogh was your favorite artist back then. 
Xiong Wangzhou claimed himself as “Van 
Gogh”. Compared to him, it seems though at 
that time you were also brimming with 
aspiration, you still kept a cool head. When 
did you realize you were truly “Van Gogh”? In 
other words, when did you honestly think you 
were an artist, and creating art was 
something serious to you rather than some 
game that was just for fun? 

J: Back then we admired Van Gogh so much, 
that’s probably because he was a poor guy. 
His story was very encouraging. At that time, 
one way to combat lowliness was to magnify 
oneself, a spiritual uprising. Many years later 
I came to understand why some people 
claimed that they were capable of speaking 
the language of aliens. I should say I never 

truly liked Van Gogh. What I liked was the me 
that liked Van Gogh. 

I never doubt I’m an artist. I started to copy 
drawings on Manual of the Mustard Seed 
Garden when I was six. And I knew then that 
was how an artist would spend his 
childhood. When in primary school, I invited 
a girl classmate to my home. I wanted to 
show her how I drank and drew like a 
romantic pro artist. That was the first time I 
drank wine and I picked spirits. I felt 
ashamed when I woke up on the floor 
afterwards. I sat for the entrance examination 
of arts academies for three times. Not that I 
didn’t receive any offer from colleges, but I 
was convinced that Central Academy of Fine 
Arts or Zhejiang Arts Academy (now China 
Academy of Art) was where I supposed to 
go. My parents showed deep concern to my 
unrealistically ambitious dream. They 
thought I should thank god if I was admitted 
by any junior college. 

I always think of myself as an artist, sooner or 
later. So I never bother myself with questions 
like whether I’m an artist or when I would 
become an artist. I have no interest in those 
issues at all. 

I treat my art creation seriously. When you’re 
a child, you would play games seriously and 
intently. I’m not quite sure what you meant by 
“game”. To me, if nowadays I am given the 
chance to treat art creation as a children’ 
game, I would cherish it very much. 

We never leave fantasy behind, don’t we? 

I feel that what poets do is to explore for the 
source of fantasy by means of fantasy. 

I just finished reading the book Paul Celan 
and Martin Heidegger: An Unresolved 
Conversation, 1951–1970. It wrote that 
“genuine poets and philosophers all devoted 
themselves to a similar process: the 
expression of existence.” 



C: What was your first piece of art work? And 
what’s the background of it? 

J: When I was eight or nine years old, my 
younger brother, who was taken care of by a 
relative in the countryside since he was 
weaned, was about to come back home. He 
had been sent to the countryside because of 
me. When I was three, my father spent a lot of 
time working out of town, and my mother had 
to teach at school all day long. They wanted to 
send me to a relative’s in the village Nan Da 
Xiang. Understandably, I didn’t like the idea. So 
I came up with a self-rescue plan. I was so 
determined that I wouldn’t give up till I got my 
way. I kept crying, endlessly. In order to 
enhance the pathetic effect, I also employed 
an artful ruse by inflicting an injury on myself. 
There were many mosquitoes and insects in 
the countryside. I exposed myself to their 
bites, and desperately scratched the bumps. 
My skin was covered with scratches three 
days after. The relative had to send me back to 
my parents. Since then I monopolized the time 
with my parents (especially my mom), and my 
younger sister and brother were both sent to 
the countryside after they were born. At that 
time, to raise children was not an easy task, 
not to mention to raise them in an ideal way. 

On the day my brother returned home, I made 
a large “installation”. The classroom next door 
to our house was used as the exhibition hall. I 
created a giant as a gift for my brother by 
making use of all the brooms in the classroom 
and clothes of my family. 

C: Are “National Association of Wondering 
Artists” and the “Republic of Wondering 
Artists” the same thing? Let’s talk about the 
association and the republic. How old were 
you when you became the minister of culture 
of these two organizations? What were you 
doing? 

J: That was in 1987. I was 16. 

C: It seems that you often encounter some 
interesting people in your life and creation, for 
instance, Xiong Wangzhou and his friends, Liu 
Qingshan in A Work and the male models you 
met when doing model turnover. What’s the 
relationship between you and them? Are they 
your friends in life? Or just people, with whom 
you create works, do research and 
collaborate? It seems they are very frank to 
you. You get along quite well. Is there a kind of 
natural connection between you and them? 

J: You’re quite right. There’s a kind of natural 
connection between me and those friends 
and characters I’ve written about or appear in 
my works. Actually they are all part of me. 

C: In the early stage of your art career, besides 
drawing, did your writing start from poem? Is 
that what led to the shooting of Forefinger? 

J: I think my writing started from novel. When I 
was in middle school, I spent the whole 
summer vacation on writing. I locked myself in 
the room every day, only allowing my parents 
to send me lunches and dinners from a crack 
of the door. Every day I wrote for over ten 
hours, and drank tea to refresh myself. I think I 
enjoyed those days very much. I wrote, 
memorized and fabricated as much as I liked. 
Now that I look back, I believe the novel I 
wrote at that time must be very naïve. I was 
reading The Sorrows of Young Werther, poems 
by Pushkin and novels by Turgenev, which all 
had some influence on my adolescent 
daydreams. I wrote about tens of thousands 
words. I held poetry in awe, probably because 
I dared not to try such a sacred way of 

expression rashly. I always thought poetry was 
not merely an expression of poets but a kind of 
oracle. I still think so. I felt that poetry could 
speak out the unspeakable. Such a concept 
also influenced my attitudes toward art 
creation. Though now I still create many things 
that are speakable and can be told. My 
attitudes remain unchanged. The reason for 
that is simple: to write what cannot be written, 
to reveal the invisible and to think of what 
cannot be thought of deeply attract me. In this 
regard, I’ve always been doing preparation. 

The shooting of Forefinger was by accident. 
That was in 1997. A writer friend of mine, Peng 
Xixi, came to see me, saying that he was going 
to pay a visit to Forefinger, asked me to go with 
him and take some pictures. I never read his 
poems before. But when I learned of his 
stories, I got to know that he was a charismatic 
poet and was hospitalized for almost ten years 
due to schizophrenia. But he still kept writing 
poems. I was deeply moved. How do madness 
and normalness convert to each other? How 
do they influence each other? How can a man 
with some kind of schizophrenia (after all, 
everyone suffers some kind of mental disorder, 
more or less) live a life? How to continue 
creation? ... These all intrigued me. So I 
wanted to study him in a more meticulous way. 
I thought of making a video, which could 
record 24 frames per second. 

C: Gradually you realized that painting was not 
the only way for artists to create and express. 
There was a period that you spent equal 
efforts and time, if not more, on writing, right? 
What’s the relationship between writing and 
art creation? 

J: I didn’t link painting, writing, sculpture and 
photography to the issue of whether I am an 
artist. The reason to write or create art in other 
forms is my desire to create. 

Artist is merely a title, a social role. It may have 
something to do with fame and wealth, but 
definitely has nothing to do with art creation. 
Neither does it have anything to do with my 
deepest desires. 

After graduation, I focused more on writing for 
about 2 to 3 years. I didn’t want to paint. 
Moreover, to a poor graduate like me, writing 
costed me less. I started to shift my interest to 
something else when I could afford a second-
hand camera and had access to a video 
recorder. 

I noticed that many of your writings were 
created between 1996 and 1998. Then you 
started to write intensively again after 2005. 
And you also created artworks on a more 
regular and intensive basis during that period. 
It seems you were a bit idle between 1999 and 
2005. What did you do during that time? 

J: When I graduated in 1995, I worked for 
Street, a Shenzhen-based magazine. However, 
I never spent a day in Shenzhen till the 
magazine was closed down in the end of 
1998. I was assigned to Beijing since the 
beginning. I was the only staff at the Beijing 
station of the magazine. It was a monthly, so I 
had plenty time of my own after I finished 
doing interview and writing for the magazine. I 
spent almost all the time on writing, photo 
taking, video shooting and wandering. Frankly 
speaking, I spent more time wandering. I often 
went to Qiu Zhijie’s place to read all kind of art 
information he collected. I also spent a lot of 
time chatting with Yang Fudong and other 
poets, writers and playwrights. I also liked 
travelling. 

In the end of 1998, the magazine was closed 
down. I lost my job in Beijing. So I went back to 
Shenzhen. The good thing was that I could live 
in the apartment of my own. I had paid 



monthly mortgage for over a year but never 
saw it in person before. I started writing novels 
again. I wandered around in this strange city, 
carrying my little DV with me. I shot some 
short films which I called Several Minutes of a 
Man (later renamed as The Moments). The 
fact that not living in Beijing made it seem like I 
disappeared from the art scene. But actually I 
still participated in exhibitions. Chen Tong 
invited me to have my first solo at his Borges 
Bookstore. I even luckily got on board with 
Guangdong Express curated by Hou Hanru for 
the 2003 Venice Biennale and won a CCAA 
award. All these showed that I was still part of 
the art scene. But in a sense, I was wandering 
on the edge of it. 

I started to organize some film screening 
events since 2001 and established a league 
called United Power, attempting to boost the 
enthusiasm for art creation of the youth in 
Shenzhen. I also founded an independent 
publication together with my friends. We 
called friends, asking them to contribute, and 
raised funding for printing. Those were good 
years for the development of publishing 
industry in Shenzhen. So it all went well. The 
publication was called Paradox (Miu in 
Chinese). Both the publication and the league 
were named by Wa Wa. The publication was 
distributed to Guangzhou, Beijing, Chengdu, 
and were soon sold out. It even made its way 
to Sanlian Bookstore’s monthly sales chart. 
Later we made the second issue. But after we 
had a baby, Wa Wa and I didn’t have the 
energy to keep the publication going. Back 
then we actually had a lot of ideas about how 
to make art on paper. It’s quite a pity. 

It was also around that time that Yang Fudong, 
Chen Xiaoyun, Cao Fei and I often discussed 
via MSN the possibility of organizing a group 
to do some works and exhibitions together. We 
proposed many names for this group and 
finally we decided upon “Cine Ladder”, which 
was proposed by Yang Fudong. That was in 
2002. We discussed a lot about the scheme, 

but failed to work out a collaborative plan. 
That’s probably because all the group 
members had strong personality. When Gao 
Shiming curated for the 2004 Shanghai 
Biennale, he showed interest in our group. He 
suggested us to present a work at the 
biennale in the name of the group. Hence, 
each of us made an 8-minute video. After that 
the group didn’t continue to work together. 
“Cine Ladder” was like an underground group 
and would gather together and make some 
stir from time to time. 

After I got the promise that I didn’t need to 
clock in and out every day, I started to work for 
Shenzhen TV station and then Phoenix 
Weekly. But the workload multiplied 
significantly compared to that in Beijing. 
Certainly, thanks to such experience, I had 
some deeper insight into how media worked, 
which had some influence on my future 
practice and sowed the seed for my series 
solo exhibition Attitude since 2009. Xu Tan 
once at a seminar defined my art as two –
isms: media realism and fashion realism. I 
didn’t quite agree with him and we argued a 
little bit at the seminar. I thought “the 
subjective is in fact reality”. Moreover, what I 
did in Attitude was exactly how to prevent art 
work from turning to media representation and 
how to differentiate between authors and 
reporters. Xu Tan spoke about it later. 

My working experience at Phoenix Weekly 
enhanced my interest in current affairs. At that 
time I had already lived with Wa Wa. It seemed 
she was born with a deep concern for the 
country and its people. She said her passion 
for politics might be genetic. Her grandfather 
Ren Guang (a renowned Chinese musician 
whose magnum opus was Song of the 
Fisherman, who died during the Wannan 
Incident in 1941 at the age of 41) was an artist 
actively engaged in politics. Her interest in 
news and journalism had a strong influence 
on me. 

One day in 2002, a designer friend told me 
there was an exhibition in his studio. It was 
close to where I worked, so I paid a visit. It was 
Chu Yun’s solo. That’s how I got to know him. 
The exhibition was named after the room 
number. Chu Yun’s soap piece was displayed 
for the first time. I told him I liked it very much, 
then we became friends. He lived in the same 
building of Liu Chuang. From time to time we 
would gather together at a pub near there, 
chatting and drinking. Later Gong Jian came to 
Shenzhen and became my co-worker at 
Phoenix Weekly. 

One day in 2004 when Chu Yun, Liu Chuang 
and I were drinking in the pub, a friend of Chu 
Yun joined us. He talked about some secret 
SM stories taking place in Shenzhen. For 
instance, he said about how to train a man into 
a dog, chain him and walk him like a dog. I was 
so amazed. He gave me a website via which I 
could reach this secret circle. They replied my 
email, asking me to bring my girl friend or wife 
to a wife-swapping party. I was scared and 
never contacted them again. Later I shared 
this story with Chu Yun as a joke. And he also 
shared one of his stories in return. In the pub 
that we often gathered together, once he saw 
a very sexy girl performing pole dance. It 
turned out later that “she” was actually a “he”, 
but “he” totally thought himself as a “she”. This 
was not as extreme as the case that a man 
thought himself as dog, but it also shocked me 
greatly: a person with man’s body thought of 
himself as a woman. I was always interested in 
issues such as “body” and “soul”, “physical” 
and “spiritual”. So I asked for the contact of 
this guy. If I remember correctly, it was Shen 
Piji (artist and musician), who was the owner 
of the pub, helped me to contact the guy. 
Some days later, upon the invitation of Shen, 
he came to the pub and perform pole dance 
again. I recorded it with a DV. And I got to 
know him: Ping Er. He also took me to another 
pub in the city that night. It was named Three 
Primary Colors, where he and his “friends” 

often gathered together. Every night people 
dressing in drag would perform there. 

Wa Wa and I spent a year shooting them. We 
wanted to make a semi-documentary. We 
chose Ping Er, Li Jun and Xiang Xiang as the 
leading roles. As I just shot a commercial for a 
Simmons mattress brand and earned tens of 
thousands yuan, the idea could be finally 
carried out. I also shot a series of pictures 
featuring “women” with men’s bodies and 
“men” with women’s bodies. I named the 
series Androgenra. The documentary and 
photographic series were presented at the 
Guangzhou Triennial curated by Hou Hanru. 

C: From 1997 to 2006, Mu Mu was a constant 
theme in your work. Why? Where did you find 
her? What kind of person was her? What’s the 
story of her? 

J: I met her at a second-hand stall in 
Hangzhou. She was very cute, but with a crack 
on her face. It was a tiny wooden puppet, 
that’s why I named her Mu Mu (mu means 
wood in Chinese). The crack on her face made 
her different from other puppets, so I bought 
her. The owner of the stall also gave me a little 
boy puppet and a horse puppet for free. 

I think I was looking for something to rest my 
emotions, a companion. If there was no proper 
human candidate, a puppet would also do. 
Moreover, a puppet was easy to carry. For a 
while, I was so reveling in the game between 
her and me. Probably some people would say 
it was actually a one man’s game. Till I’m my 
age now I start to figure out that we have 
always been playing one man’s game, no 
matter how many others you are playing with. 
But back then I thought it was because of Mu 
Mu that the game seemed interesting and 
meaningful, which made me feel it was a 
game for two and both of us enjoyed the 



pleasure of fantasy. 

IIn 1997 I interviewed a senior poet in Beijing. 
His name was Cai Qijiao. I could feel his 
childlike innocence and passionate energy the 
first sight I met him. Such qualities attracted 
me. So I visited him many times during that 
year. He was nearly 80 years old, but he was 
fond of talking about pretty girls, never 
concealing his passion for beauties. Once, 
when I shot for him, he said what he liked to 
shoot most was girls. I thought he must have 
shot for hundreds of girls. If those pictures 
were made into an exhibition, it must be very 
interesting. I also like taking pictures of girls 
and I shot over 100 “shy” girls (Maiden, All Too 
Maiden!). Is this why I felt immediately 
attracted to him? 

He was sent to jail for “disrupting the marriage 
of a serviceman”. Ai Qing asked if he regretted, 
he said “No. There’s cost, but there’s also 
benefit. It teaches you that you need to be 
brave when facing a woman who loves you.” 

He wrote the following lines in the 1960s: “In 
order to get a happy kiss, I’d rather smash 
myself into pieces.” He told me his last wish: 
spend all his savings to build a garden in his 
hometown, where young people could fall in 
love. 

In 1998, I showed him some of Mu Mu’s 
pictures and asked him to write the words 
“Love Stage” for me. I said I would use this as 
the title if I was going to throw Mu Mu an 
exhibition one day. 

His past experience and the sense of 
innocence he gave out strongly attracted me. 
Such innocence contained fearlessness and 
the attitudes to keep a distance from power. 
As he believed in freedom of art and nobility of 
love, he intentionally kept a distance from any 
forms of power structure. “My brave and free 
heart, who dares to reign over you…” (Wave, by 
Cai Qijiao, 1962) 

Bei Dao wrote in an essay in memory of Cai 
Qijiao: in an era that featured nothing but class 
conflicts and struggles, it was love and art that 
helped him go beyond the limitation of 
resistance. And it was only love and art that 
could break through the causal chain of power 
and the invisible shackles of official language 
system; that could make a heart soft, and 
could restore the essence and free the soul. 

As far as I’m concerned, in the face of power, 
we need to get rid of the idea of seizing power, 
and to watch out for the powerful and our own 
desires for power. 

In 1999, I left Beijing for Shenzhen. 

C: Mu Mu always seems to be a bit blue. She 
gazes silently at the sea, lost in the city and 
gains the courage to explore the Lop Nur. As a 
matter of fact, she is quite similar to the young 
generation of urban bourgeoisie. Has Mu Mu 
grown up? What makes her grow up? Will Mu 
Mu continue to appear in your work? Has her 
journey come to an end? 

J: Now I feel that to let Mu Mu grow up was a 
mistake. 

I elaborately constructed an Adventures of Mu 
Mu. I think I’ve fulfilled her. 

It takes courage and a lot of love to grow up. 
When love is not enough, it is in need of 
courage. The issue of “love” will come along 
the process of our growth. Usually women 
care more about love than men. Hence, a 
woman’s growing up is brimming with 
dangers. 

I want Mu Mu to be happy forever, leading a 
worry-free life. If she’s little, she won’t think too 
much. 

In the foreword to Ellen Terry and Bernard 
Shaw: A Correspondence, he wrote: Only on 

paper has humanity yet achieved glory, 
beauty, truth, knowledge, virtue, and abiding 
love. 

It’s a pity that we cannot live only on paper. 

C: After 2005, you created Our Love, M+1, W-1 
and Androgenra one after another. The three 
pieces all dealt with identity, body and gender 
issues. Strictly speaking, the leading roles in 
Our Love were fictional to an extent. However, 
those who appeared in your works were real 
people in life. How did you meet and get to 
know them? You mentioned that Wa Wa had 
influence on the works you created during this 
period. If you don’t mind, could you please be 
more specific? 

J: From 2000 to the end of 2010, Wa Wa played 
a part in almost every piece of my work. She 
helped me on many shooting sites. If she was 
otherwise engaged and couldn’t work 
together with me, she would text me. For 
instance, she would write: Though I cannot be 
there with you during the shooting this time, 
my heart is always with you. It’s just like I’m 
working with you. 

On May 8, 2001, Wa Wa’s birthday, I had an 
assignment of shooting. When shooting I Am 
So Bored!, a female host modeled for me. I 
promised her that I would take a series of 
pictures of her for magazine useage, and she 
asked me to do it on that day. So Wa Wa had to 
be my assistant, running errands and 
arranging the setting-up. She was not quite 
happy about it, but she helped me in earnest 
anyway. It was over 9 o’clock at night when I 
finished shooting. We went to KFC at the 
Dongmen, and I sprained my ankle on the way. 
I was supposed to comfort her, but in the end, 
it was she that comforted me. Now that I look 
back, I felt I was really bad. 

There was another incident, which was even 
worse. That was in 2006 when I shot the 
photographic series Things Would Turn 
Simpler Once They Happened. After we 
finished the work and went back home, it was 
over 12 o’clock. When we checked the films, 
we found that one reel of the film was missing. 
Wa Wa was in charge of the films, so I asked 
her to go back to the site and look for it. 

I can’t continue. When I feel I have the 
courage to face my memory, I would write in 
detail about the time Wa Wa and I spent 
together, working and creating. 

The grown-up version of Mu Mu was played 
almost all by Wa Wa. 

C: The works you created afterwards, 
including Landscape of the Very Spirit, Things 
Would Turn Nails Once They Happened, Black 
Sentences and Sorry, all involved some social 
and political elements. They no longer 
featured things or people that you actually 
encountered in life. Are you someone who 
would struggle between “not able to take 
effective actions” and “act immediately”? Can 
these works be seen as a kind of 
interventions? 

J: As far as I’m concerned, things don’t always 
keep their essential properties. When we look 
at them, we label them. The society imbues 
them with social properties, and politics imbue 
them with political properties. Landscape of 
the Very Spirit featured nothing special but 
landscape. If you want to know more about the 
background, I’d like to tell you the 
photographer at that time was a passionate 
mountain hiker who liked photography. And 
why did I go to shoot the famous “nail 
household” in Chongqing (Things Would Turn 
Nails Once They Happened)? Because I 
thought the shape of the building of that nail 



household looked like a protagonist of a play 
scene. As to Eternal Sleep, at that time I saw a 
picture of a burned face. The face belonged to 
an 80-year-old, who burned himself to protest 
forced demolition together with his son. 
Unfortunately, only he survived. The life 
afterwards would be a long nightmare. 

J: You said when you were young (in your 
adolescent years) and learning painting, you 
thought of girls all day long. Later in your 
novels, there was often a girl who served as an 
object of sexual fantasies and spiritual 
salvation of a lonely, materially poor, sensitive 
and shy young man. In the works you created 
in 2009, such as 0.7% Salt, Curtain Call and 
Maiden, All Too Maiden! we seemed to see 
that the “innocent and perfect” disguise of 
these girls were stripped by reality. Except for 
the figures that media created, do you believe 
the beautiful objects appearing in our 
daydream exist in reality? 

J: Many writers and scientists claimed that 
“woman is a mystery”. Stephen Hawking also 
said something like that. I think the reality is 
the subjectivity. I don’t think there’s a reality 
independent from our subjectivity. It is us that 
dress them with “innocence and beauty” and 
get obsessed with the idea of “innocence and 
beauty” in the first place. Then we indignantly 
strip the disguise (which never exists) and 
blame the reality that we tend to assume 
having nothing to do with us. 

I cannot control my care and compassion for 
them. 

Between the daydream and the reality, I 
cannot tell which one is more unlike a dream. 

C: Diary, Love Letters and The Quiet Bodies all 
seem to be quite intimate. And that’s why they 

seem extremely beautiful; though “beautiful” 
may not be an appropriate word to describe 
contemporary art nowadays. Could you share 
with us what you were going through when 
you created these pieces? 

J: When I was little I noticed, if you watched a 
movie, when a new reel of film was going to be 
put on, you would see some words fly through 
the screen rapidly. Before you could take a 
clear look, they disappeared. Then the story of 
the leading charaters of the movie continued. 
At that time, I was thinking that if the film was 
the text of the story and we played it frame by 
frame, when audience came out of the 
cinema, they would have no idea what 
happened, even though they had read the 
whole story. The secret was kept in the film. It 
was until 2004 that I was able to put that idea 
into real without costing me a fortune. That’s 
the background of Diary. Now that I look back, 
2004 was a year of great changes in our life. 
We had our first child, which was a profound 
shift to our role of life. Moreover, I could no 
longer arrange my time as freely as I used to, 
as the place where I worked for didn’t allow 
me to work on a freelance basis. I thought this 
would be the beginning of a brand new story, 
and even I myself couldn’t figure out how the 
story would go. 

I cannot really talk about Love Letters and The 
Quiet Bodies. To me, that period was gloomy. I 
wanted to understand things that were beyond 
my comprehension, for instance, love and 
transience. I thought it’s just an arrogant way 
of expression. But then I read a critique which 
mentioned that Mat Collishaw also restored to 
flowers and flames to express such idea. That 
was a relief to me, because I hadn’t seen 
those works of him and the example of 
Collishaw dispelled my concerns. It’s not just 
me telling to myself a private message sent to 
a particular person. It helped me become 
aware of the common emotions of human 

being, which would evoke an echo both in the 
east and the west, in the past and present. 

C: Flowers, fireworks and light as an element 
or a theme constantly appear in your works. 
Sometimes they are romantic and transient, 
and sometimes they appear to be feeble and 
even cruel. Is there something in your life that 
is particularly related to these elements? 

J: Wa Wa loved flowers very much. And she 
liked giving flowers to friends as presents. 

“Light” (fireworks are a kind of light) as an 
element and theme, indeed appears 
frequently in my works for quite a long time. 
But I cannot think of any of my personal life 
experience that has had some special 
connection with light. I guess I could only say 
that such an interest is purely intuitive. 

C: In the interview about Nostalgia you 
mentioned the relationship between you and 
Zheng Zhihua. You said that “The plus sign 
between him and me does not mean that 
there is any connection between the works of 
us. Instead, it refers the connection between 
him and me as two individuals: we came from 
the same place; we used to dig up treasure 
together; we drank together; and it’s only 10-
minute walk from his house to mine in 
Yuanjiang. About the connection between him 
and me, I think to put it this way is more 
objective and easier.” I think your words draw a 
good conclusion to today’s interview, and can 
serve as an entry point for the exhibition which 
we are preparing. 

Interviewer/Nikita Yingqian Cai 

December, 2010  

Translator/Wu Chenyun 
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慁㰊壈廟宆囅鲇醮㛝潣誼艊妢㓌竑嬕䯖

骼艊蹕穻慘閔︹鲇嵔酽暁僨羠喥＝黌嬱

誖雜︺跤䃺鍅艊磜瞐醣艊㮰鲢鯫杛䯖抲

辭鑫酽跣䙬妢艊㓉㓌艊裶䄄䯖僑躉鑫鳏

窹鮪╙壈跤艊叞箏巃醮㓉㓌誼艊㬃妢蒃

䄄、鮶宺鮪＃賂￥跀燒跤忞ィ粷艊張暚

鞡詬䯖╙壈雲銊㛧婬艊鯫杛䯖媰賂醣浧

赹艊鳏窹䉳茩䯖㰊椨彾鑫儕羠巃艊鮶宺

竑嬕、!

頯梮咲艊攝慘靕㫼旝梪雩踵彿髦抲辭鑫

詆侳艊㓦㜁裶䄄、嫕磢彿尒聧曧壠叅鮪

酽跣＃骼鍎艊㓕姪￥䯖酽跣醭讜艊囅㫼

昷媀曧壠镾鞲踽㓅艊㓉㓕抰㫼賽駱、雜

酽艊抰㫼曧壠㢹侽豈薶䯖徏醑跣飨醢艊

㓕姪曧壠镾侽呝瑪艊㛺暺䃾䎪䯩!

偧楇鞲蛼＝嫮尓竑嬕訵蛼＝叧㓕姪荱喥

㒄狇倀勢㮰鲢蛼＝艊踽牐㫜誤䯖藥愥跤

蹺2::1妘魍跤梕艊鄽牨䎥姠梕。鲡爳㳟

@䏣柟。轅螦妘訵訵、銊叧囅㫼唻麇駁

酽跣頯梮咲棾㛺㰊曧壺㛺䯖偧彿髦鄽證

㫓艊㮰鲢頯梮粷㝧䯖謚9:。謚巃屟。昦

剓鉢訵訵䯖鮶宺艊跣鳏誼笶尓醮㫥鲢㫧

蠿㰊桹菑茻扟徏鍎䄄扟艊饅跀䯖羗靧藥

愥骼鞲＃琒攢䯗椈墕䯗譯鲷䯗獿鰷䯗譯

鲷￥艊斾跣暚䄄嶗鰱絔醢艊㩴㬅䯖㰊鮪

囅㫼菑酽蟢侐鮪㫜誤嶗黌誼跤艊羠噯哻

㔃、!

鮶宺桹竊跣⺖尅耚艊䅆瀇䯖謾跤︹梣

梣︺跀燒掟嬁。旝梪醮啢㛺。鄅嫚穻醮

翄嬁䯖㰊桹菑䂏暚䄄艊椨屒嶗婜醁屟䯖

鰓時魍ィ菑鮶宺鮪㫥26妘躐䄄艊墡慘、!

︹梣梣︺䯒2::8.3117䯓!

彿䃾鮶宺曧壠㫥跣跀燒㫤䈑㒄酭醁䯩!

鮶宺艊螻詄醭鉝詵壠䯖桹詵镾艊暚鎬

︹梣梣︺＝酭醁、酽跣慁醁鑫21妘艊㚧

陝䯖酽跣飽䆠頯梮咲勢侐甅牐艊粬記䯖

酽跣桹菑偔屟廟鮪炚㠮艊㓉㓕䯖饅豸穚

嵔徏鍎饅鲋叞箏䯖︹梣梣︺艊㫪醁醮頯



梮咲艊廟宆桹菑榚蟢荁鲒曑礣艊饅鎽、!

＃梣梣㦳䗮唺㚾䯖忲闧菋䩢紡躦䯖隂縶

耚朄踔瓕、偝艊踽㒄鎲镾曧㠥㪉覎㛣、

鏅䇗鲋偝艊啢啢㦳㦷䯖鄽夠＝懲囈縶艊

杛窹浧赹狆䆡、梣梣襽鮪䗮䗮艊蓴槉

醢䯖梐昢焎攢齊訖艊蟟烐、梣梣鞲獿槷

爗跤扜㦳熱棾䯖㬦鉢踃獟偧䏣怶鲑婩酽

㩺設桸、梣梣鮪詁嗙艊姠亴跤䂏諏蓪鈹

䨖磢蜶藹䯖梣梣鞲龉馾趿跤艊齎鈫跤宆

謭跫翨悎爉獷㛳嶗倇㬅、偝雩㪇椡嶗珕

嵔䯖偝雩瞲砡嶗暺剠䯖貶桖侸艊暚鎬曧

䒮喼桸煆艊寖藹、㫥蟢棧㝧醭蓜罌踵偝

曧酽跣桹酽㭠⺲鄚艊暃宆瞝、￥!

ⅩⅩ㮾宺椌︹荱荱鮶宺㫥跣鳏︺䯖2::8!

＃嫕梣梣㭔醢鈵壉熥䯖徏鍎㛺䯖嫕鮶宺

㭔醢鈵壉熥䯖鲈鍎㰊晹熴灖僨晹懖鰱瑪

㦳鍖㬌、￥!

ⅩⅩ鬝惛︹嫕梣梣㭔醢鈵壉熥︺䯖3112!

＃桹嶯晹嶯艊䯖梣梣艊ǹ㤱岄曧＝嶗暀

悞艊蛼＝昦䄋僨羠鲮傴、3113妘噉梩䯖

嫕！獿鰷䏣㳕＂螆濕値樞艊岄値㳟㫊勢

3211醐艊暚鎬䯖梣梣嶗妭俋壈炓酽樭鎢

駱鑫＃彿踵嫷筊￥艊ǹ燒䯖㫤⺖獿鰷艊

酽咲囈騷飨朄魳謕夿悞㭠㫓、￥!

ⅩⅩ儫儫︹約鳏約記艊忞桹偔鳏︺䯖

3114!

＃茻勢3111妘鮪鈵壉熥惤艊梣梣䯖鞣曧

㛝嶯笶尓艊婜醁、貶㮰暚墱鉢＝勢羠牆

夃棾艊書脙巃、梣梣雩醭絹飨頌㮰樭曧

酽跣羙銊艊啢俍懲䯖鍖曧酽跣獿䧸艊嬁

厸、￥!

ⅩⅩ鮶宺︹懷怱艊梣梣鮪獿鰷︺䯖3114!

梣梣㫥跣偔屟啢粬記酽茻墮慁菑酽樭艊

俍莏。誖雜。寖藹嶗酽彾醭黌䯖偝詛艊

鰱昷嬟侸䯖鮪3112妘詛鑫烲╙䯖3117妘

詛鑫颣賣䯖3114妘艊暚鎬梣梣闛鑪彾鑫

莏鳏俋啢艊約鳏約記、䉳茩賜暃醭黌艊

偝䯖賜暃輟漜熱粷鮪槷楁跤䯖賜暃輟漜

僑㓉俋犦䯖賜暃輟漜鮪╙壈徏鍎羻䄄㣹

㣉䯖酽䃺鍖㫓、!

㫥俋氥㰊曧㾗唻梣梣艊梪鉢䯖鮶宺忞囅

㫼艊昷謭醢荱勢艊梣梣艊嵔騙嶗嵔酻、

酽蟢雜䎋媀艊囅㫼昷媀嶗㓉㓕嬁閼菑㓅

鍎艊荱熴䯖鞲3114妘梣梣亱鎢艊駡邁屟

贋醮䯖彿髦鏖慚荱勢鑫︹梣梣︺跀燒蹰

靧謚棾艊︹嫷麲︺跀燒婩僔熱粷艊榚蟢

鎽跀、嫕梣梣彾踵＃鳏￥艊暚鎬䯖梪棾

艊妢㓌澐鮪僨羠菑黌誼䯖鞲酽跣粬記艊

＃窹￥䯖勢酽跣桹菑羠噯艊記鳏、頯梮

咲姉㛫墱鄽抲辭鑫酽跣桹㢩艊鄡踆䯖喥

偧讜酽跣販砓艊㫓蠿䯖梣梣鄮鲋桹鑫靕

墰艊莏㦳䯖梣梣艊ィ嵔漲煫桹罌踵㫥跣

黌誼鍖寚貊㡽棾、!

梣梣曧壠＝莏艊彾踵鳏䯩梣梣曧壠惸酘

䂏俋䯩!

彿桖巻嶯荁惡梣梣曧酽跣頯梮咲艊㓉㓌

覎㛣䯖姉㛫惸酘㮰鲢㾗唻嫕魍頯梮徏鍎

㫓鲋窹㠮跫翨艊蛼＝慘熱儂姉䯖偧讜

︹嬐嬱疛︺艊跫翨徏鍎︹啢粀厸︺艊跫

翨酽樭䯖梣梣曧桹腦䅺赗蜶艊嬐嬱疛䯖

曧夃菑䃾䎪牐犗艊啢粀厸、!

旝梪0穚嵔覎㛣!

鮶宺桹酽鲢覎㛣墱鄽殘俢鑫䯖㮰鲢覎㛣

跀燒侸啨曧㾗唻䉣曗梕艊䯖旝叄侸彾鲋

鮶宺艊釀慘設梕艊2::7靧2::8妘䄄䯖㮰

跣暚鎬鮶宺36噉墢諢䯖旝叄跤賜暃桹菑

︹啨妘醎竑艊硡峫︺媀艊崺㓅嵔酻、!

鮶宺艊俋㯵鰓慘閔偧︹䏳壚䯖䏳壚︺

︹梣梣︺跀燒。︹彿曧倉艊㛝潣︺㰊狇

倀鑫穚嵔覎㛣、!

賜暃曧酽跣翇屟艊㓕姪咁㓉徏鍎浧愐酽

跣偔屟艊㓅寳䯖鮶宺艊慘閔酽茻桹偧儕

羠艊叅鮪、嬟侸暚鎬嬟䇏鰓㪴曧翇屟頯

梮咲䯖恾徏曧偔屟頯梮咲艊慘閔䯖鮶宺

艊㛝嶯呝瑪浧赹鑫㫥跣屟時翨䅡䯖赗蜶

醢㫤囑勢覎㠤暚魍徏曧媈爔黥孭艊刏簍

梕䯖鮪鮶宺2::9妘艊啢㛺︹嵔鳏籾偔䇻

簍艊豕壽︺跤䯖犣鈅。會穚。翄聴㰊桹

菑醭镾㛌時屟時艊浧赹竑嬕䯖鍖鮪羮綫

㡽艊羠濗鏍陝烐艊嵔頺䯖慘鍎詵飨曧鮪

鯫艊煑犣鍎䯖雩詵飨曧鮪鯫艊褹㓉鍎

＃䇻簍￥䯖羠濗鏍艊䆡覯雩醮屟晹饅、!

＃鲋曧偝酽約熱鲋偡倇䯖酽約曧熱鲋唻

⺖＃挧鉝￥䯒鮪㫥翇屟珪彽躐侳䯓艊岪

嵾䯖鍖響斝鰱㧂鮪馾鰱醢䯖恦嗂鐭唻菑

俍裶䯖飨酽棷䃺䃺僨賂艊烐槉䯖鬆媥鑫

䅃窹鮪覬熤珪彽醢艊〓獻、￥!

ⅩⅩ鮶宺︹＝㣹鞡艊烐︺䯖2::9!

偧讜︹倉荱醭㓄彿艊巉尰︺跀燒跤㬦㫓

侳㯵粶乵艊狋誤。踎䃽艊儕隡䯖㓉㓌醢

啔彿髦媆謭醣約㦳艊㓉㓕䯖慘閔煫桹麇

駁㫓鰓艊⻭䉃䯖漲踵彿髦抲辭鑫酽跣㛝

嶯艊鯫杛䯖偔叾懷怱筊鞶艊婜輩謭醢艊

儕隡䯖販䂏艀艧䯖鮪翍䉳跤喒謾䃺菋、

彿嬟䇏恓勢荁讜昷媀艊翇屟㓉㓕䯖鮪偧

㪧鮩〃䇻桞䯒Djoez! Tifsnbo䯓徏鍎攢

〃彯酾)Obo!Hpmejo*艊慘閔跤䯖㒂昷偔屟

㓉㓕跤雩嬟䇏僨粷荁備屟、鮶宺艊慘閔

啔彿髦啂媆勢鑫詆侳艊乵鰱䯖酽跣曧誆

桹旝梪詵飨鬫㬬艊侸㳛屟時裶䄄䯖偧偔

屟慘咲觠醣艊翇屟貸扜啢㛺︹喺鈵熅醢

艊嵿橉︺䯖徏鍎曧翇屟慘咲觠醣艊偔屟

嵔巃敭鲇︹馣颭偔︺、!

＃彿酽漛漛㓅荱㫥酽㫓蠿䯖㫥誆誤窹羮

鞇俧玜燳艊ǹ踵㚯彿桹㢋豸酽鞶艊巃

糴、醭曧饅鲋鞇俧唻芕灀艊珕榠䯖鞇俧

唻芕灀艊㠩麇䯖徏曧靕彿鳅蕎艊倇屪鎽

嶎䯖擄鰓艊靕岤艊蜶蟴俍屟䯖鍖曧玜燳

梪㦳䯖㮰蟢靕磢。駡婩。箏竑艊玜燳昷

媀、焑㬅鞲侳ィ狆俢䯖㩸蠩勢廟、￥!

ⅩⅩ鮶宺︹䃸侳艊艀暀櫇珪艊呎咲翇

鳏︺䯖2::9!



嫚絹䅆瀇!

鮶宺艊嫚絹慘閔曧嬟䇏⺖鰓貙艊䯖骼艊

䏣樴嬟暺朄糴勢鄅嫚穻艊嬁閼䯖喒謾糴

勢姌嗃旝誼艊嬁閼、鮶宺艊慘閔鮪囅㫼

菑榚蟢棾靕姌嗃艊佪䌄䯖骼艊㓕姪醭曧

鞲醢勢醣艊呠㓅㓕姪䯖鍖曧妕㓉艊。孎

㓅艊㓕姪䯖鞲姌嗃艊梽杶。襫鯫熱僨䯖

椨彾鑫骼慘閔跤箏竑艊囅鲇昷媀。ィ粷

嫮尓嶗敭鲇酁椨、骼艊慘閔鞲棾曧囅鲇

艊䯖跀燒偧︹穻贖︺。︹彿蓜㭠惛舽鮪

瀟㳚䯖㛽酓彿6灀㿀︺訵䯖㰊桹菑暺薶艊

䀉䅘嶗曑コ飨倀彾祾艊忲熴、!

嫕磢謾跤嬟俋艊彾鰓曧給獻熱粷艊䯖㮰

鲢鮪粷鯫艊銲‖䯖㮰鲢骼敭嶯呏戹艊嵔

頺嶗㮰鲢甡蘚靕羾僨慽艊粷鯫、骼艊慘

閔煫桹杋猅䇏廮艊㓅寳䯖煫桹會慘艊ィ

甡䯖鞲︹䏳壚䯖䏳壚︺勢︹鐉211︺勢︹謭

頌䯋謭頌䯋謭頌䯋︺䯖彿髦㰊醭䇏僨粷

啢鳏窹㛦㳘裶䄄。屟。棈撾艊偩嶎、!

㚶嬱酽瀕慘咲㜎勢艊䯖饅鲋啢㛺跤鳏窹

艊莏呺屟䃾䎪䯖張酽跣鳏窹曧偧駁呏㦳

襫噯艊䯖偧駁㬦㫓㮰鲢鄫楈梩頺艊竑嬕

鮪恓勢鳏窹艊竑嬕。㩺娭䯖鮶宺艊嫚絹

慘閔峘峘曧鮪㫥鲢鄫楈梩頺跤桹菑酽蟢

莏呺艊嵔巃™㬞、!

︹鐉211︺!

! ＃応䄄、䧸枩䯖䉪䧿、枩獟艊瞖賂、酽

跣鳏嬁䯖㫥曧櫗䗮、㫥蟢賂鄡醣㫤曧镾

荱㓄蠐亝醢㠺菑㚾侸礣穻䯖㫥曧骼艊慘

閔礣穻、䉱菑酽跣亝㓕艊橎厸醢桹跏跣

㳟䞘鈅䯖謾跤酽跣茊菑烐䯖䯠棷郹頥艊

㳟䞘鮪幆鄆鄆鰱珪菑䯖鞲㫥酽約烐珪勢

詆酽約、詆酽跣㳟䞘鈅曧呺宆艊䯖貶鴛

鰓㬛暺㚯鳏荱㡽棾飨踵謾跤茊艊曧烐䯖

讜樭斶茩艊郹頥㳟䞘⺖僑呯謾跤䯖呅髦

備豸鮪踵掤醭誤喿墴鍖脙餆、䅵澑躐

侳䯖跏誆㳟䞘鈅艊晄㫅㫤掤敡菑酽鲢呝

斾艊㳟䞘䖾䗎䯖荱棾㫥曧櫗䗮艊㳟䞘跀

燒慘閔跤酽跣澐鮪㫧ǹ艊㯵鰓、㫥媑橎

厸晄㫅桹詆酽媑橎厸䯖醢桹酽跣瀷跏誆

㳟䞘鈅㫤㒄俋艊昷嫮糋縚烐鈅䯖曧哣啌

艊䯖廟桹酽鱖昷昷澐澐艊夃芕篶鐉犨燅

鮪駳烐㳚䯖㫥鱖鐉曧骼鞲酽俧牆篶㦳醢

賽僉醣棾艊、￥!

ⅩⅩ鮶宺︹曀阺砡艊窹閔︺䯖2::7!

鮶宺艊嫚絹慘閔︹鐉211︺䯖嬱苩鲋酽跣
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I have several reasons for writing about Jiang 
Zhi, one is that my research for Chinese 
Media Art Since 1989; as a video and 
multimedia artist, Jiang Zhi is one of the 
subjects of my research. Another reason is 
that Jiang Zhi’s expressions have never 
contained that characteristic Chinese 
artifice; from his earliest video artwork Fly, 
Fly to his 2007 series of installations I Am 
Your Poetry, Jiang Zhi’s perspective has 
always been indifferent to the contemporary 
art mainstream, remaining squarely focused 
on the inner perceptions of the artist as an 
individual. One of my favourite artworks at 
the 2007 NONO exhibition at Long March 
Space was Jiang Zhi’s, because aside from 
its poeticism, it lacked any clear Chinese 
characteristics or the specificity of 
“contemporary art”. 

Jiang Zhi in Contemporary Art of China 

In contemporary art of China there are two 
perspectives of the contemporary, the 
international and the Chinese. These two 
perspectives intersect, stack and run in 
parallel; the mainstream styles, contexts and 
attitudes are existing in both perspectives. 

Since 1992, Jiang Zhi’s works have never 
been totally in step with the trends in 
contemporary art of China, in that they have 
not strictly explored the public nature of art 
in a contemporary context, and they have not 
been dedicated to the issues of globalization. 
For instance, the novel he began writing in 
1996, or the video Mu Mu in Seoul and 
photography/installation I Am Very Boring 
that were exhibited in 2002 at the Fantasia 
exhibition curated by Pi Li, had the clear 
characteristics of an urban fairy tale. The 
Straw Man series, which was exhibited at the 
2003 Venice Biennale, was a series he did in 
the late 1990s; the idea of this new race 
which “sucks everything” and the absurd 

fantastical nature of the images came to 
form a strange utopia. We can also see signs 
of this in Jiang Zhi’s writings. The artist has 
asserted that the years 1996 to 1999 were a 
period of active writing, a golden period for 
writings comprising the dispersal of 
subjective thought. 

The mainstream form of contemporary art is 
concerning about the outside world, but 
Jiang Zhi has always focused on the 
interpretation of the interiority; you need to 
be in a tranquil, literary state of mind to take 
in those installations that aren’t so indulgent 
in poeticism, like M+1, W-1, exhibited at the 
2005 Nanjing Triennial, with the two 
symmetric “female bodies” that had been 
actively or passively altered, or the “human 
skin” floating above the 2007 NONO 
exhibition with outstretched wings, sensitive 
and brutal, the light leaking through its 
transparent surface. When it comes to the 
selection of personal intervention methods, 
Jiang Zhi has always maintained a state of 
self-preservation, as seen with the person 
wearing the Bin Laden mask in I Know 
Where Bin Laden Is, Please Give Me Fifty 
Cents, using an international standard 
symbol of terror and the actions of the artist 
to conceal the farce behind the mask. 

Looking at the various events in the 
development of contemporary art of China, 
such as the Stars Art Group in the 1970s, the 
’85 New Wave, the China/Avant-Garde 
Exhibition of ’89, Cynical Realism in the 
1990s, video installations, the Post-89 
Phenomenon, the Post-Sensibility 
Phenomenon and the new media art after 
2000, we see that Jiang Zhi’s art has always 
defied classification. In terms of type, Jiang 
Zhi more or less emerged from the same 
womb as the video art and Post-Sensibility 
Phenomenon in the 1990s. The difference is 
that Jiang Zhi’s works have always 
maintained an internal urban narrative and 
poeticized fantastical traits. The scenes that 

flicker under the flame in his photographic 
work Things Will Become Simpler Once 
They Happened presents a magical visual 
space, fixing the character’s sense of 
loneliness in the city and visualizing 
enchanting moments. In his Light series, the 
instant stages, the beautiful and strange 
urban settings and the blurred faces 
exposed by the strong light create the sense 
of double unfamiliarity that characterizes 
Jiang Zhi. 

The artist’s self-statements provide us with 
another interpretive space. Of course we 
have our suspicions about the existence of 
an “other’s perspective”, about whether or 
not a different narrative method can enter in 
from a subjective perspective description. Is 
a single description capable of sufficient 
accuracy, or are three or more perspectives 
able to completely explain the issue? 

If we approach from a sociological angle 
such as social patterns, then we will touch 
on the mainstream movements of society, 
such as China’s economic decadence of the 
mid-90s, the Asian financial crisis and the 
millennium. For any artist, aesthetic 
narrations are all mere hypothesis, as those 
artistic phenomena that we all experienced, 
such as Post-89, Post-Sensibility, new media, 
etc., Jiang Zhi’s individual state had a direct 
or indirect connection to all of these 
processes. Even his temporal and 
geographic trajectory from Hunan to 
Hangzhou to Beijing to Shenzhen and back 
to Beijing tells of a living fable situated in 
movement and changes. 

Jiang Zhi has several phases that have been 
ignored. Among them, the Mu Mu 
photography series, his essays and novels, 
his documentaries and films all have a long-
time conceptual construction and continuity, 
respectively representing Jiang Zhi’s works 
over the past 15 years. 

Li Zhenhua | Jiang Zhi: A Rather Unclear State



Mu Mu (1997-2006) 

I asked Jiang Zhi if he still needed to continue 
this series. 

Jiang equivocated: Mu Mu may continue at a 
time when it is possible. A project that has 
continued for ten years, a puppet that follows 
the artist everywhere, a perspective imbued 
with inner feminine qualities, about love or 
about solitude, the continuation of Mu Mu has 
a mutual bond of illumination with the artist’s 
inner world. 

“Mu Mu was about an inch high, with round 
hands, face, eyes and nose and a plump waist. 
Her major function was to carry on fairytales. If 
you focused on her tiny little body, you would 
notice that everything around her started to 
seem vague. Mu Mu stood on top of the high 
stone pillar, gazing eagerly through the 
babbling rivers. Mu Mu leaned out from a tree 
hollow, dressing in plain like a crescent moon 
peeped out from behind the clouds. Mu Mu 
sighed melancholy among the ruins of ancient 
buildings. Mu Mu spread spells and miracles to 
the world from the center of spider-web in the 
grass. She was gentle and easygoing, bright as 
sunshine. But more often a sense of sadness 
could be perceived in her. I’m not sure whether 
such an impression came from the fact that she 
was an old soul with a crack. ” 

— Qiu Zhijie, Let’s Take a Look at the Man Jiang 
Zhi, 1997 

“When Mu Mu encounters Lop Nur, that is, 
when Jiang Zhi encounters Lop Nur, the two 
cannot step away unscathed.” 

— Luo La, When Mu Mu Encounters Lop Nur 
Lake, 2001 

“Consciously or unconsciously, Mu Mu’s 
movements always intersect with social news 
from the daily newspaper. In late 2002, when 
the Shenzhen Lottery jackpot reached 21 
million RMB, Mu Mu entered into the lottery 

craze just like all of the city’s residents, which 
was covered by a Shenzhen weekly magazine.” 

— Wa Wa, Women of Half Person Half Puppet, 
2003 

“By the time she reached Lop Nur in 2000, Mu 
Mu was still a continuation of that poetic state, 
but by then she had already experienced the 
sting of life. Mu Mu was no longer that sweet 
little angel; she was now a dark shadow.” 

— Jiang Zhi, The Paranoid Mu Mu in Shenzhen, 
2003 

The puppet Mu Mu always maintained the 
same innocence, simplicity and anxiety. She 
went to many places, travelling to Seoul in 
2001, to Finland in 2006, and in 2003, Mu Mu 
emerged as a half person, half puppet of full 
human proportions. Her looks unchanged, she 
still liked appearing among the trees, still 
enjoyed staring out at the sea, still enjoyed 
leaping through the cities and the fields, 
moving like a flash. 

This was more or less directed at Mu Mu’s 
being, her situation and sentiments as seen 
through the direction of Jiang Zhi’s narrative. 
One-way narrative methods and perspectives 
affect the views of the viewer. With the added 
public participatory aspect in 2003, it appears 
we can begin to see the emergence of some 
sort of connection between the Mu Mu series 
and the later Rainbow series. When Mu Mu 
became a “person,” a change began to take 
place in the original illusion, a shift from a toy 
“object” to a living idol. The artist provided an 
interesting thread, with Mu Mu finally having 
her own body as if through a process of 
refinement, but Mu Mu’s expressions did not 
take on a look of joy as a result. 

Will Mu Mu really become a person? Does Mu 
Mu refuse to grow up? 

I would prefer to believe that Mu Mu is an 
artist’s visual fairy tale, one which should resist 
reflecting on contemporary art or an overly 

material world. Just like the world of Peter Pan 
or The Little Prince, Mu Mu is Peter Pan’s spirit 
of adventure; she is the Little Prince wandering 
around with questions. 

Text / Love Fairy Tales 

Some of Jiang Zhi’s fairy tales have been lost. 
Many such fairy tales were directed towards 
adolescence. Most of these texts were created 
in the artist’s early writing phase between 1996 
and 1997, when he was roughly 25 years old. 
Those writings contained pessimistic 
sentiments reminiscent of The Sorrows of 
Young Werther.  

Most of Jiang Zhi’s works, such as Fly, Fly, the 
Mu Mu series and I am Your Poetry were fairy 
tales that touched on love. 

As before, we see a male perspective 
examining or imitating the thoughts of a 
woman. Jiang Zhi’s works have always had a 
kind of twin existence. Often it is hard to tell 
whether it is the work of a male or female artist; 
Jiang Zhi’s poetics has completely blurred this 
boundary. Spiritually, it is a return to the age of 
virginity or Freud’s infancy stage. In Jiang Zhi’s 
1998 story The Autocracy of Jade Maiden Snow 
Daughter, aka the Lover, the bathtub, 
lovemaking and electroshock therapy are all 
marked by this inability to distinguish between 
genders. In a scene where an erect sexual 
organ is used to spray water around the 
shower, the voice can be either that of the 
bather or that of “Snow Daughter” peeping on 
the bather. The allusion to the sexual organ is 
also unrelated to gender. 

“As a result, half out of curiosity and half out of 
fear of being left out (of the men’s games), she 
bravely laid down in the grass, sticking her butt 
out towards the sky, using a shining column of 
water to cripple the penis’s advantage in the 
fountain game.” 

— Jiang Zhi, Water That Can Dance, 1998 

As with the surging movements in the external 
environment or the tightly shut thighs in You 
Cannot See My Rage, when we are visually led 
to a view of the lower body, the work contains 
no excessive nudity, instead providing a poetic 
scene. The girl extending her long, white legs 
upwards in a fit of paranoia is an especially 
striking scene. I’m hard pressed to find a similar 
male perspective. I have difficulty finding any 
similarities in Western feminine perspectives 
such as the works of Cindy Sherman or Nan 
Goldin. Jiang Zhi’s artworks lead us into another 
realm, a multi-gender space that can only be 
created in text, like Death on the Nile, the male 
detective story written by a woman, or Camellia 
Girl, a woman’s love story written by a man. 

“I see this process over and over; the act of this 
animal cleaning with its tongue gives me a 
special feeling. It is not about the tongue’s 
gentleness towards the skin, its responsibility 
towards the fur, or the strange associations 
connected to the act of kissing oneself or this 
mysteriously narcissistic nature; it is cleanliness 
itself, that natural, open and unique method of 
cleanliness. The filth disappears from the 
exterior, transferred to the interior.” 

— Jiang Zhi, The Man at Home Who Dreams of 
the Outside, 1998 

Video Phase 

Jiang Zhi’s video works are difficult to classify. 
His style has clearly been influenced by 
documentary film and especially the culture of 
the grass roots. Jiang Zhi’s works give voice to 
the underclass. His perspective is not a top 
down macroscopic view but a level, 
microscopic one which sets out from the 
resourcefulness and viewpoints of those 
bottom rungs, which forms the unique narrative 
methods, expressive forms and story structures 
of his works. His works have always been 
narrative; series such as Moment and I Know 
Where Bin Laden is, Please Give Me 50 Cents 



combine clear descriptions and reflections with 
mature technique. 

Of course, much of this emerges through 
borrowed forces, those crowds on the scene, 
those intentionally arranged plots and the 
scenes with improvising performers. His works 
do not contain obscure concepts or affected 
acting. From Fly, Fly to Meat 100 and Onward! 
Onward! Onward! we can see the small 
characters explaining their vain hopes 
regarding space, gender and power. 

I remember an author talking about the issue of 
realness for characters in novels, basically how 
to a character realizes its real value of life and 
how to find the characteristics and outline of a 
character within the little details. Jiang Zhi’s 
video works convey true emotion in just such 
little details. 

Meat 100 

A room. Dark and silent. A dim light. A shadow, 
that is Van Gogh. Many photos can be seen 
pasted on the four sides of walls even under 
such a light. These are the photos of his works. 
There are two goldfish bowls on the table that 
is put at the corner. One with water and 6 red 
goldfish lingering inside from one end to the 
other. The other one is solid, but it is so 
transparent that it makes people feel like there 
is water inside. And the same amount of red 
goldfish has been congealed inside. They 
seem to be sad about being unable to swing 
their tails. Besides, there is a complete skeleton 
of goldfish beside the two goldfish bowls, 
which seems to be a part of Van Gogh’s Series 
of Goldfish works. Beside this table stands 
another table, and there are two cube-shaped 
glass water vats that are bigger than the 
goldfish bowls, sealed, with a piece of even and 
square pork with skin, which is soaked in the 
potion. This piece of pork is cut from a living 
pig. 

— Jiang Zhi, The Perishable, 1996 

Jiang Zhi’s video work Meat 100 is derived from 
a dirty joke about how a person’s desires are 
released onto a piece of pork. It’s a bit of 
reminiscence on adolescence, a salute to 
adolescents, that young body and unfortunate 
piece of meat on the screen. 

Perhaps it is because of inertial logic methods 
in thinking; some ideas can stand in either text 
or image, any space for imagination, like those 
ordinary yet bizarre scenes from the novels of 
Edgar Allan Poe. The space provided by 
images comprises facts presented before our 
eyes, but the facts are often not something we 
can face directly, so when we watch this film, 
we experience complex feelings of nausea, 
boredom and voyeurism. When these two 
types of perceptions come together, we may 
perceive different emotional traps created by 
different mediums. Are we being blocked by 
common knowledge? 

Onward! Onward! Onward! 2006 

“I’ve always felt that the images of leaders 
serve as a kind of public image, the shared 
sprinting of tens of millions of people. I like that 
profound sense of loneliness seen on the 
running leaders in Jiang Zhi’s work. It is a 
different kind of voice than the running 
mainstream of Chinese modern history; it’s the 
knowledge of destiny. This opens new 
possibilities for understanding history. This is 
the power of art; just as it is coming to form the 
visual icons of ideology, it is also disintegrating 
such icons.” 

— Qiu Zhijie, Jiang Zhi’s “Onward! Onward! 
Onward!”: The Altarpiece of Progress, 2006 

In this work I did not find a corresponding plot 
from a novel. Perhaps the creator’s abstract 
understanding of these three leader’s images 
brought about this lack of detailed description 
and loss of the urban mentality. I am sceptical 

about this work because it is not within the 
context of Jiang Zhi’s previous works, and 
therefore stands out a bit. The pop expression 
of the leaders’ images is one symbol of China 
that I have always detested. I have not involved 
detailed analyses in the issues of the 
contemporary Chinese spirit present in this 
work as Qiu Zhijie did. Instead, I chose to place 
it within a less profound relationship for 
analysis, but I have had a hard time finding a 
corresponding response. 

Afterword 

These works lie outside of Jiang Zhi’s more 
understood series. I especially enjoy Jiang Zhi’s 
poetic qualities and the crazed character of his 
writing. His works give people tranquil, 
exquisite, transparent feelings, and the chaos in 
his texts, the muddling of gender, of time and 
space, all present an eclectic Jiang Zhi. But is 
Jiang Zhi an unreadable, chaotic artist? I think 
he is not, because his clues, his identity and his 
type are all clearly connected. Interestingly, it 
seems as if he has erected many obstacles to 
limit the viewer’s entry into his mind, but when 
these inner monologues are so clearly 
presented in his writings and artworks, it is like 
the meaning of “brushing past someone” in a 
Wong Kar-Wai film, there is a paradox of the 
“self” in the “other” and the “other” in the “self.” 

Jiang Zhi cannot be discussed within the 
context of contemporary art of China because 
there are no traces of those Chinese 
contemporary art characteristics. Even in works 
such as Onward! Onward! Onward!, even 
though I don’t agree with Qiu Zhijie’s 
interpretation of the Chinese spirit 
“backwardness invites attack,” if the artist 
needed to express such a sweeping idea, then 
he could not do it without the images of Mao 
Zedong, Deng Xiaoping and Jiang Zemin. 

I have difficulty describing Jiang Zhi’s 
standpoints and direction clearly, but I believe 

that a rather unclear state and a sense of 
uncertainty are precisely the fundamental 
questions that contemporary art and artists 
should face. Just as I have doubts about the 
situation of contemporary art of China and 
mainstream international art trends, I also 
doubt the existence and motives of the “self”. 
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On Sunday, Jiang Zhi and I took a casual walk 
around Pan Jia Yuan antique and second-
hand market. Beijing Pan Jia Yuan is the 
place where all kinds of junks and treasures 
gather together. Every Saturdays and 
Sundays, those who have gone all the way to 
hunt for antiques, furnitures, porcelain vases, 
shadow puppets, fake paintings and 
calligraphies would come here and fill the 
massive market hall. Foreigners showing an 
interest to buy would be charged with 
extremely high prices. Obviously, we 
belonged to the type of customers those 
vendors didn’t fancy. We spent half a day 
bargaining for something we were 
determined not to buy. And whenever we felt 
the impulse to buy something, we lacked the 
determination. Despite all that, each of us 
bought a pair of Russian telescopes in the 
end. The camouflage shell of the telescopes 
gave out a sense of military coolness and 
had a trademark featuring sickle and 
hammer which we doubted were some 
nostalgic symbol the Russians added 
particularly for Chinese market. 

When I went back home, my enthusiasm for 
the telescope lasted no more than 30 
minutes. One week later, the telescope was 
covered by a thick layer of dust. Two weeks 
later, it totally slipped my mind. 

It was about one month later that Jiang Zhi 
gave me a call. He told me one day when he 
looked at the widows of the high-rise on the 
opposite side via his telescope, suddenly he 
saw a man standing behind one of those 
windows and looking at him via an exactly 
same telescope. That man also saw Jiang 
Zhi. Before poor Jiang Zhi fully figured out 
what just happened, the man disappeared. 
Three or four seconds later he appeared 
again, and Jiang Zhi noticed that he took a 
monocular high-power telescope and a pair 
of tripod with him, staring. Due to this 
incident, Jiang Zhi dared not to open his 
curtains for a whole week. 

Trapped in his small apartment without 
daring to open the window, Jiang Zhi found 
his imagination started to go wild. He made 
calls to all his friends more frequently, 
making up stories of one particular friend for 
fun so that others started to feel paranoid. 
Therefore a kind of bizarre entertainment 
was formed among our small circle: we used 
exaggerated words to confuse facts, making 
up coincidence and adventures to mix up 
dreams and memories. Jiang Zhi went to Pan 
Jia Yuan again on the next Sunday. This time 
he bought a relatively new-looking Pentacon 
single-lens reflex 120 camera. From then on 
he started to work on the writing of mystery 
stories and photo taking at the same time. If 
you met him every few days, he would take 
out the photo album to show you some of the 
new ideas he’s proud of. At such moments, a 
sparkle of wisdom and cunning could be 
perceived in his eyes. 

Jiang Zhi’s first work was a photography 
series called Straw Man. During those days, 
Jiang Zhi kept nagging friends like me to do 
some modeling work for him. He would book 
a certain period of your time via the phone 
without asking for any permission and 
showed up at your door with a camera kit. 
Wherever he went, he always took his 
camera kit with him, as if it was a tattoo. After 
all his identity as Beijing-based reporter for a 
magazine in Shenzhen was the whole 
reason for him to stay in Beijing. But this 
time, besides the camera kit, Jiang Zhi also 
brought with him a big bag stuffed with all 
kinds of props he’d prepared for us, including 
some green light to create sci-fi movie like 
and chip effect, fruits, books and the like. 
Certainly, the most important props were 
straws. Jiang Zhi used these things to 
manipulate us. He asked us to suck via the 
straw anything occurring to him: dolls, 
posters or someone’s body. In front of the 
camera, we performed Jiang Zhi’s daydream. 
This was even a new kind of human beings 

developed on the basis of genetic 
engineering technologies. They were the 
“pioneers who had elbowed their way to 
break through the previous pathetic 
conditions of human beings”. They could 
absorb anything via the straw, including 
organic and inorganic matters and 
information. Jiang Zhi even created a national 
anthem for this imaginary species. It 
reminded people of Heinrich Heine’s The 
Silesian Weavers: “We suck; we suck; we 
suck everything!” We noticed that many of 
our home decorations were used as Jiang 
Zhi’s props. It was until then that we realized 
he had been plotting this for a long time. 
Jiang Zhi’s art embodied the attempt to turn 
live into the system of fantasy. In a city full of 
noise, dust, immigrant workers and pretty 
ladies, Jiang Zhi was busy receiving calls, 
interviewing, taking taxi and having meals 
with friends. He was willingly manipulated by 
post-modernism, post-colonialism and post 
industrial society. But he never admitted that. 
He’s like a schemer with double-face, sitting 
behind the closed curtains in his small 
apartment and trying every way possible to 
collect and fabricate evidence to prove that it 
wasn’t true. Memory was made up by 
collective efforts, experience was artificially 
synthesized and then put into mass 
production, and the opposite of truth was 
also true. Skyscrapers were built to generate 
certain sense of weightlessness when those 
succeeded were climbing up and those 
failed were falling down. In fact, Jiang Zhi 
once described such weightlessness by 
using phenomenological method in one of 
his novel. In the end of that novel, the 
eyeballs bouncing out of the person who 
jumped off the building started to observe 
the body once they belonged to. Jiang Zhi 
was not as simple and innocent as the 
characters in his novel. He seldom 
experienced the sense of weightlessness or 
the freedom of self-observation in a realistic 
way, for writing and photography itself had 
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already become a more real negation: “As 
long as I’m still fabricating, the reality cannot 
do anything about me!” Jiang Zhi is an 
organized person and treats his work 
seriously. He is not a first-sight artist who has 
iconic full beard and long hair. He would talk 
to you in a solemn way but in the meantime, 
think of several possible fates of you and 
laugh out loud for that in his mind. Born in 
the 70s, this young man managed to 
integrate surprises, irony, nostalgia, 
adventure and illusion together in a highly 
complicated and unprecedented way. He’s 
an interesting person, easygoing and yet not 
easy to understand. As a matter of fact, 
people like him are not dreamers but tools 
for imagination. 

During the shooting of Straw Man, he always 
had to promote his fantasies to others. He 
felt a bit sorry about it. He was not the kind of 
artists who tended to force people to do 
something they didn’t want to. So the next 
time he found himself a meek object that 
would never say no to his fantasies. It was a 
small puppet with a pair of wings on its back. 
He found it at a small stall in Hangzhou. Jiang 
Zhi thought it should be a “she” and named 
her “Mu Mu”. From then on Mu Mu started 
to do things that Jiang Zhi dared not to do 
(i.e. flying in the sky) and to show emotions 
that he was too shy to reveal. And Jiang Zhi, 
with his camera in hand, pretended to be an 
indifferent observer and narrator. His 
narration was soft and hesitating. Sometimes 
the logic of narration and consistency of Mu 
Mu’s personality would be sacrificed. It 
seemed he totally forgot his identity as a 
reporter. 

Mu Mu was about an inch high, with round 
hands, face, eyes and nose and a plump 
waist. Her major function was to carry on 
fairytales. If you focused on her tiny little 
body, you would notice that everything 
around her started to seem vague. Mu Mu 
stood on top of the high stone pillar, gazing 

eagerly through the babbling rivers. Mu Mu 
leaned out from a tree hollow, dressing in 
plain like a crescent moon peeped out from 
behind the clouds. Mu Mu sighed 
melancholy among the ruins of ancient 
buildings. Mu Mu spread spells and miracles 
to the world from the center of spider-web in 
the grass. She was gentle and easygoing, 
bright as sunshine. But more often a sense of 
sadness could be perceived in her. I’m not 
sure such an impression came from the fact 
that she was an old soul with a crack. 

Photography series Mu Mu sometimes 
reminded me of the silent moonlit nights in 
the book Six Records of a Floating Life, 
which gave out a sense of serenity and 
harmony through the centuries. The world of 
Mu Mu became a fictitious land of peace 
that Jian Zhi could retreat from the 
earthliness. The reality was a massive maze 
like the Pan Jia Yuan market. People 
bargained, calculated, sold, bought and used 
telescope to examine each other. What Mu 
Mu represented was not one single kind of 
emotion but a variety of emotions. In other 
words, Mu Mu herself was the embodiment 
of romance. When faced with a chaotic era 
and hard facts, romance was almost a kind of 
smuggling of freedom and happiness. 
Romance was transient, constantly scolded 
harshly by facts and logic. Sometimes it was 
just like taking drugs: a fleeting sense of 
happiness was gained at great expense. 
Nevertheless, it was exactly because of 
these, romance seemed extremely precious. 
The world was never short of absurdity. But 
there wasn’t much real fun. Under such 
circumstance, Mu Mu’s innocent and even 
somewhat naïve insistence of romance as 
the essence of life was in fact sensible and 
illuminating. Jiang Zhi was a narrator of visual 
fairytale. His narration didn’t intend to 
convince people but to prove the possibility 
of freedom. Metaphorically speaking, fiction 
was like a tent under the sunshine, beneath 

which molds were growing and attempting 
to overturn life. Fiction was not reality, but it 
was our past and future. 

Straw Man focused more on the future, and 
Mu Mu was about the past. Those were the 
emotional patterns that were increasingly 
disappearing. Such a feeling made me doubt 
that whether my own reality had involved too 
much modernization. It was romantic and yet 
stubborn. A sense of romantic stubbornness 
particularly belonging to Chinese classical 
literati could be perceived, which 
emphasized on savoring, having a world by 
ourselves, and reveling in the dreamy 
imagery. 

Honestly, I was worried about Jiang Zhi. 
People like him who unfortunately lived in a 
totalitarian society were likely to be executed 
for being convicted of “being guiltily 
interesting”. Luckily, Jiang Zhi has his 
camera, via which he could convey his 
dreams to us. 

Text/Qiu Zhijie 

1997, Beijing 
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In order to dodge the threatening meaning, 
and prevent people from making 
associations between the fictional construct 
and the realistic event, Jiang Zhi named his 
short video featuring the actress Gillian 
Chung〔1〕 0.7% Salt. Upon seeing this 
attractive face on the screen, I still enjoy 
calling it “Tears of Gillian” without knowing 
why. That means my reading of the video has 
been entirely dictated by the context, with 
the sole uncertainty remaining whether the 
meaning of the work is derived from that 
incident (the “Edison Chan Photo Scandal”
〔2〕— an incident which I do not know 
much of) in the first place. Ever since I saw 
this impressive video in the solo of Jiang at 
the Osage Gallery in Shanghai, I've been 
trying to disentangle the elusive yet intimate 
connection between this work and the 
scandal. Standing before the screen, 
sometimes I wonder whether I have also 
transformed into another Edison Chan; or 
whether I am enamored with the beauty of 
Gillian rather than the work itself. A critic 
should never say something like that, though 
he could certainly keep it to himself. The 
critic is neither the guide of the audience, 
nor their spokesperson, instead, he just 
happened to be in a position where his own 
perception and the empowerment coincide, 
a rare combination that, once cherished, 
leads to the reward of completely random 
and desultory thoughts. 

The meaning of the work is neither brought 
about by the act of laughing or crying nor by 
Gillian's identity as an actress, instead, it 
points towards the film narrative, namely, the 
affirmation or suspicion of the role that tears 
play. For me, the objectivity that a critic 
intends to accentuate in once own 
explanation — if he or she believes it will 
extenuate or erase the meaning of the work 
— can only be achieved through the title. Yet, 
I don't think Jiang knew in advance or 
remembered that the tear contains 0.7% salt, 

since the action of naming does not ensure 
creation like a work, it is rather an aftermath 
composition. It seems that a work has to own 
an ambiguous title, which has been selected 
and is expected to accommodate 
connotations. Yet 0.7% Salt as a title still 
seems to suggest a negative downplay of 
meaning rather than a genuine grounding of 
objectivity. Meanwhile, it appears rather 
hysteretic if objectivity is to be considered 
the essence of concepts. In the end, 
objectivity never truly exists in a real work, or 
in an artist’s head. Insofar for Jiang, to dodge 
meaning by objectivity is never his intention. 
0.7% Salt is just a title, one can develop 
varied interpretations or even thinks the 
“Edison Chan Photo Scandal” is only 0.7% of 
the whole work. 

Without special reasons, who will pay 
attention to the title in front of a work? The 
titles of Jiang’s works have always abounded 
with twisted literary meanings, but we still 
refer to Nails as the “Nail Household”, 
Onward! Onward! Onward! as “Mao, Deng 
and Jiang”, Our Love as “Three Girls in 
Shenzhen”. It helps us to recall the works. 
For artists who are interested in different 
subjects and work with varying 
methodologies, identification is not simply a 
way of reminding, but the discovery of all 
possible connections therein; even such 
connections are not achieved through 
comparison but a specific analysis of one 
work. 

Let us not forget that Jiang as a visual artist 
also writes, not only is he an expert at 
narrating with images, but also an ardent 
narrator of images. When he is not shooting 
a documentary or taking snap shots, he 
resorts to nouns and concepts to stimulate 
discussion and imagination. I remember he 
wrote a text of “bed” and “hole”, which, like 
“tear”, are notions that embody paradoxical 
significance of meaning and 
meaninglessness. If “meaning” constitutes 

the ultimate objective of realistic art, then 
“meaninglessness” can only appear when 
“the contemporary” is presupposed. We are 
not getting rid of meaning because we are 
tired of it, but because it is not intrinsic to the 
work, it is just a habitual need for the critic or 
audience to set up connections between the 
work and the reality; or a conversation 
between the aforementioned two at the 
absence of the author. Without meaning, 
interpretation becomes redundant and the 
meaninglessness is therefore obstructed. 
When employing conceptual terms, of 
course Jiang intends to approach the 
direction of meaninglessness, but since the 
process of narrating often appropriate or 
intervene with reality in some way, meaning 
intermittently pops up and interrupt 
meaninglessness. Thus, we should rather 
believe in the existence of meaning, whose 
direction is to be mildly adjusted to deviate 
from the realistic or moral system, and form 
the foundation of meaninglessness 
judgment. 

In 0.7% Salt, what bestows meaning to the 
work is not the act of laughing or crying 
(realism seems to prefer crying over laughing 
since it is more “meaningful”) but the figure 
of Gillian as an actress. Having survived the 
“Edison Chan Photo Scandal”, as an actress 
she had not gain chance of a new character, 
therefore her performance is unavoidably 
viewed as a biographical one or a projective 
one. People cannot stop but have realistic 
association and anticipation while standing 
in front of the screen, some of them might 
think that in order for an actress to express 
real emotions in one's performance, she 
must resort to certain cognitive activity that 
triggers or enables the act. If such activities 
were not induced by the script or the 
director, then it can only be one possibility: 
when emotional performance is in need, the 
actress herself as a notorious figure of the 
very scandal will draw on her own lived 
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experiences to motivate and expand the 
emotion. 

Gillian is indeed only a performer — we can 
agree on this point because we are informed 
that it should be one's basic attitude when 
confronting a contemporary art work. In other 
words, to dispute realism once again, we have 
to think like this: despite how much public 
attention Gillian's story has received, it is only 
one of the most insignificant perspectives with 
which we may interpret the work, which is as 
trivial as the fact that tear contains 0.7% of salt. 
Then where are the other perspectives? Who, 
stands in front of the screen, is able to tell me 
that he sees only a face that he doesn’t 
recognize? When arts associate with objects 
with exclusive connotations, it must prepare to 
sacrifice itself on the altar, which means the 
abandoning of the nominal “pure creativity” for 
the sake of revealing the meaning or truth of 
such objects. For example, one can easily 
recognize whom has been painted in a portrait 
and think of everything about this person. Only 
a still-life painter can say: “this is an ordinary 
apple” then make an extraordinary painting out 
of it. It is Gillian who is crying on the screen but 
not someone else, that means Gillian has 
become an exclusive object; the tears of Gillian 
is not somebody else’s, which not only privilege 
her position of being exclusive but also the 
proof of her becoming one. This judgment is 
based on the following condition: unlike Zhang 
Peili's film snapshots, Jiang's 0.7% Salt 
employed a professional actress, and 
designated no specific atmosphere and 
background, nor any narrative plots. Therefore 
we can say Gillian has become an exclusive 
object in the work. What should be explored is 
whether her performance can be claimed 
abstract and aimless even though it has been 
dictated by realistic association. It is not so 
challenging when such abstract and aimless 
characteristics are expressed through laughter, 
but crying is different, it requires emotional 
investment and certain conducive conditions 
such as “becoming the character”. Once it 
happens, meaning and meaninglessness, 

appearance and substance, form and content, 
signifier and the signified, fiction and reality and 
all other oppositional couplets are inserted into 
the discussion about the structure of the work 
in the form of questions. 

To us, as an actress and herself, Gillian has a 
reservoir of myriad emotions at her disposal, 
which can simulate a battery connecting both 
its positive and negative poles and ultimately 
drift the author of the video aside. How can we 
differentiate the ingredients of her accumulated 
power? The peculiarity of the “Edison Chan 
Photo Scandal” lies in its radical erasure of the 
boundary between the actress (fiction) and the 
self (reality), thus there exists also gradations of 
interpenetration and overlapping among the 
perpetrators, insiders, observers (the internet 
surfers) and the commentators. We can simply 
classify people's reactions into two or three 
categories according to the moral standards. 
But if morality‚ whether from personal belief or 
social norms, were abstracted and suspended, 
one might say things can be taken differently. 
An honest moralist can thus reveal his 
collection of women’s body hair, lace lingerie or 
pornographic pictures just to make his point. In 
the family of aesthetics, pornography is like a 
prostitute, which takes its position but is not 
respected. But if aesthetics is to be defined as 
emotions triggered by objects which are futile 
to reality, pornography becomes the one and 
only “futileness” which present itself as the very 
object of imagination. The “Edison Chan Photo 
Scandal” had always been a pornographic 
imagination before it became an incident. Yet, 
in its collision with reality, it was as vulnerable 
as a child's game intruded by adults, dolls 
smashed, heads and hands broken and 
scattered, skirts and eyelashes misplaced… 

If we approve to look at “Tears of Gillian” as 
“0.7% salt”, then we have also approved to look 
at the “Edison Chan Photo Scandal” as an 
“aesthetic incident”. In the name of aesthetics, 
Gillian doesn’t need to treat this interrupted 
game as a condition of her brewing emotions, 
her beauty largely depends on our anticipated 

instant responses and wholehearted devotion. 
If we were to insist on the assertion that the 
scandal is the one and only precondition of her 
emotions, then the progression from laughing 
to crying can also be understood as a 
recollection of pleasure and sentiments about 
the sabotaged child's game. 

The threatening realism has returned while we 
are spouting, so we must not take the “Edison 
Chan Photo Scandal” as precondition of the 
emotions. But we still need the “Edison Chan 
Photo Scandal”. What we are interested in is not 
the aesthetic incident per se, but a signifier of 
intentional avoidance of viewing, and a video of 
pure aesthetic values. What we would like to 
know is through what routes and by what kind 
of conversations this video has been constantly 
shifting between meaning and 
meaninglessness, thus becomes an alien of 
contemporary art. Whether the concealing 
explanation by the author is a disappointment 
or enlightenment? 

From the perspective of fictional construct, 
0.7% Salt belongs to the same category of the 
earlier Mu Mu, they are neither completely 
fabricated nor realistic. Mu Mu has evolved into 
different series while 0.7% Salt remains as one 
single image in our eyes. Both Mu Mu and 
Gillian are substitutes of the literary thinking of 
Jiang; by letting them become themselves, 
Jiang also superseded them with himself. When 
Jiang decided to have Gillian play another 
grownup version of Mu Mu, he is at the same 
time repeating the famous line by Flaubert: 
"Gillian, c'est moi!" In the occasion of forcing 
explanation for the purpose of dodging 
meaning, Flaubert's assertion, like those of all 
contemporary authors about “what is the self”, 
is more effective than emphasizing the material 
components of the tears. 

Undoubtedly, Jiang achieved his tortuous self-
construction through the concept of 
performance. This “self” per se has nothing to 
do with self-interests but the way of viewing, 
implying how one view a moment of full-length 
shot shared by a narrative artist and an actress. 

There is no “action” and “stop” here, the 
performance seems to be a happening yet 
calculated, which we can see from the 
seemingly seamless editing of the video. 

Jiang practices his interpretation of 
contemporaneity from all kinds of dimensions, 
whether through fiction or documentary, 
regardless of the social or inherent focuses, he 
is by all means a narrator under the influence of 
his literary training. Generally speaking, the 
object that a work engages does not create 
meaning; rather, meaning exists in the process 
and structure of contextualization. However, 
this generic object can be a sacrifice of art, 
neither autographical nor iconographic, and 
cannot be decomposed and reconstructed as a 
whole. 0.7% Salt is an exception in the oeuvre 
of Jiang, it is the only riddle whose answer has 
been inserted into the question itself; in this 
sense, it is also the only work whose object has 
not been sacrificed. Whether it is explained or 
not, its comprehensiveness has enriched our 
understanding of contemporary art. 

〔1〕 Gillian Chung, aka Ah-Jiao in Chinese, is 
a popular Hong Kong singer and actress, who 
is the former member of girl-singer band Twins. 
She was one of the protagonists in the “Edison 
Chan Photo Scandal” among other well-known 
actresses. Her tearful aftermath’s confession in 
front of the public had drawn notorious 
attention from the media. 

〔2〕 Edison Chan Photo Scandal is an 
incident involves sexual nude photos of well-
known actresses from Hong Kong taken by 
Chan, which originated from the internet 
exposure in the beginning of 2008. The photos 
have been broadly disseminated through 
emails, RSS and BBS. In June 2009, Chan has 
accepted an interview by CNN and talked 
about details of the incident. 

Text/Chen Tong 
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Beyond all these, the time and space that are 
beyond expectation will also come. 

— Jiang Zhi 

  

How does he describe this interest? What 
does he do to keep from being dragged off 
by this interest to a realm that is not 
necessarily superficial while avoiding overly 
profound ambiguity? A smiling man of furtive 
glances in the afternoon, the southern 
accent of a skeptic passed along the way. A 
quiet species. A temporary worker in another 
sense; a ring of keys chaotically rustling in 
the pocket and an even more cacophonous 
curiosity; each door a pit; each explanation 
like a strange piece of candy, scary at first 
glance yet sweet in the mouth; his body 
sways as he hides in the shadow of the 
camera; the light glinting off the feathers in 
his hat. There is a filthy doll shoved in his 
pocket; that girl Mu Mu is probably just 
about married by now. On the way out of the 
park, there are several little paths, and no 
matter how random or serendipitous, they all 
lead to a transparent lake, smooth 
shimmering water, those young, beautiful 
dancers roiling in the water, alluring yet 
androgynous, their bodies reverted to only a 
single organ. If the body is just one organ 
rather than a collection of organs, then it is 
just a moment, you will see but the pixels are 
never enough as you quietly lay down on the 
shifting crust of the earth, following the slow 
shifts of the Eurasian continent. 

At first we were both young and full of hate, 
cursing each other. You appeared more 
refined, not coarse enough, but clean and 
proper, and as your friend I beseeched you 
with a brutal gaze to be more wicked and 
lewd. 

Two years ago, Jiang met with a wanderer 
from Jakarta at the Wangjing New Century 
Plaza coffee shop. The wanderer brought a 

greeting from Pushkin in 1829: should this 
life sometime deceive you. This self-
proclaimed Indian Pushkin gave him a 
collection of his poetry, Feast of Pestilence. 
Jiang brought him to his studio, pouring silica 
over his head to make a mold.  

Jiang lies face-up on the ground, snoring, 
tendrils of snot shooting out of his nose. At 
the other edge of the field, a group of women 
crouch in an orderly line as they urinate, who 
are wearing the uniforms that Jiang had 
made for them at the Jiangtai Mutton Soup 
Restaurant. Nearby, a woman in a red 
Chinese dress waves from behind a curtain, 
a group of extras lines up at the door 
applauding. Jiang in his dream wobbling 
sentimentally; the sky is getting dark; the 
neon lights are about to be lit; the camera is 
ready; the rainbow is ready; Photoshop is 
ready; the sterno has been carefully 
prepared; Obama has taken off his shirt, as 
has Putin. Putin walks over along the stream, 
making a crackling sound as he steps on the 
pebbles. The fresh flowers blaze in the night; 
the buildings fade out under the fireworks 
and the silica gel night sky moves in. A group 
of older girls stands up, wiggling slightly, 
reserved, a hundred maiden faces 
competing with each other, each expression 
a demon. A loudspeaker calls out through 
the night sky, “really sorry, everybody.” The 
woman behind the curtain is still waving. The 
extras start booing. One of them sits down 
and dons the mask of Bin Laden. The woman 
behind the curtain is still waving, and fingers 
cut off by a pair of scissors are tossed out 
from the curtain. “Thank you, everybody”, 
another round of applause. An electric hiss, a 
spotlight sweeps the field like a light saber. 
The fairy of the outskirts is pinned up in the 
sky by the column of the spotlight, and then 
suddenly ruthlessly impaled by the pavilion 
planted in the field. A young man from the 
office comes out to save her, and is pinned to 
the airport highway. The air is filled with the 

injured. Things would turn unbelievable once 
they happened. The night is filled with the 
strange white flavor of dazzling light. Various 
people injured by the light are being injured 
at a speed of 300,000 km a second. A 
simpleminded manager stands at the 
crossroads and is decapitated by the 
spotlight; his corpse standing there with 
arms outstretched, imitating god. Let’s be 
god together. Let there be light. All we need 
is one of your damn legs. Under the light 
they’re all nobodies. You’re definitely not a 
meditator, Jiang. You always burst out into 
laughter, and after just a little drink your face 
goes red. When you create, your eyes take 
on a murderous gleam. Things would turn 
simple once they happened. A chain of light; 
a continuously unfolding scene; an 
unfortunate nail house is pinned by a ray of 
light to a pit 10,000 meters square and 17 
meters deep. The external world has been 
described as an alluring rotten guy. 
Dramatics have killed the sense of morals, 
with morals themselves just toys to induce 
oestrus. And then A-Jiao cried, cried in front 
of everyone, in front of the camera, alluring, 
wet, the tears glistening like pearls, a gentle 
breeze, her hair waving in all directions, her 
lips slightly parted, her eyes darkened with 
despair. Women are the sexiest when they 
cry, even sexier than Lotus Sister.  

The repeated loudspeaker call of “really 
sorry, everybody” still crosses the sky. The 
woman behind the curtain is still waving. The 
extras have all left. The street is cold. Turning 
onto Guangshun South Street, three kings 
are running on three running machines in a 
gym under a cigarette shop, each with 
billboard looks, half dead with fatigue, 
immersed in a sense of duty and aspiration, 
covered in sweat. In those pores is magnified 
a chaotic world of hybrid reality and illusion. 
A wicked host with incomparably large 
pustules; a massive, wriggling snake; every 
person conceals a snake gall bladder on his 
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body, ready at any time to distort himself 
into a real viper. In a real world like this, we 
can only become even more distorted in 
order to attain abstract tranquility, or use 
tranquility to distort ourselves as abstractly 
as possible. Reality is never a question of 
form. Two thighs extend from the sea, the 
waves surging in an instant. You can’t see 
my rage. The whitecaps surge forth like a 
giant mouth (really, I’d never seen a naked 
fat girl before. I believe their rage is 
justified). You lack the patience for success, 
lack sincerity towards the strategy. You 
appreciate being misled by wickedness. Of 
course, you do not profit wholesale from 
conceptual doctrine or methodology. You 
quietly tell the extras: “I am your poetry.” 

I am Jiang. The expression is full of panic 
shyness of obscenity, but it is serene. 

Only you can see how much empathy I 
have. Within this naïve brutality, you have 
crafted for yourself an image of a virgin girl 
with a penis, which shocks yourself with a 
sudden erection, blushing. The moments 
you are not there are always the most 
awesome. What you’re missing are truths 
about you; it’s amazing. I worship your 
frustration. Under your lens, those people 
wander about aimlessly while you, full of 
emotion and a sense of duty, gloat at their 
misfortune. Then there is Tremble, with the 
seven types of weapons: 1. the right hand 
position and the hair glistening red by the 
setting sun intensify the silhouette; 2. the 
caramelized skin and the giant faraway 
penis; 3. an idealist who loaf all day; 4. the 
sweet shoulders and perfect ass, arms 
akimbo, facing off into the distance; 5. big 
breasts, a big navel, big strong legs and the 
smile like a civil servant; 6. Little Hu’s Wang-
Ma-Zi kitchen knife held between the fourth 
and eighth ribs, his pubic hair looks like a 
fluffy cube; 7. the prayers of a vegetarian. 
These seven weapons tremble on the same 

machine, all brightly lit, with the fat gushing 
out and little oily clumps all over the ground. 

Can you fall in love with those tears, those 
fats, those Xiang Xiang, those lights, those 
flames, thosePing Ping, those Li Li and 
those “a” stories? 

Perhaps do. What I mean is that “I” have 
already been split into countless “I”s, the 
“love” has been split into countless kind of 
“loves”, “woman” has been split into the 
“real/essential” and the “illusory/fabricated”, 
and the world has been split into the “real” 
and the “unreal.” A connection can be 
formed between any of these fragments. 
Jiang, you’re too serious. This is not the 
merry Jiang who had “one person dragged 
in the direction of the wind by another 
person using a sex implement” in Iron Man. 

In Jiang’s pocket, Mu Mu has grown into a 
woman. Jiang takes her out for a look, and 
then shoves her into his pants pocket. The 
yellowing straws in his pants pocket are 
dried out and curling up. Some of the straws 
are crammed together with the grown-up 
Mu Mu. In recent years, these straws have 
been quietly sucking away those painful, 
sweet, flowing liquids in the cracks of time, 
the darkly creeping objects and inferior 
objects, wounds, boils, inflammations and 
weak spots. He has perceived brutality, that 
brutality of even objects turning their backs 
on him; He stretches out his hands, 
caressing the plump, firm breasts of a man. 

 Jiang stood up and pulled the plug. The 
woman behind the curtain burnt the curtain, 
taking off her dress, cursing and fading 
away into the darkness. The blades of the 
wind machine have come to a halt, and the 
hair no longer flies. A-Jiao wiped away her 
tears and walked away. The three kings on 
the running machines slow down their 
pace, craning their necks and sticking out 
their tongues. The seven trembling dwarves 

and their princess come together to 
readjust their shaken-loose skin. The fairy of 
the outskirts fell from the sky to the snowy 
ground; the manager stands at the 
crossroad regained his confidence. The 
rainbow on the Himalayas melts into the 
snow. Only the “really sorry, everybody” 
continues from its unknown location. 

Momentary pleasure found in the narrative, 
the mirage of the moment gained through 
mimicry, seeking the most frivolous 
conceptual expenses in replacement, 
reflecting withered illusions reflected 
through the scenario, reviving the self in the 
mirror image, completing unfamiliar 
segments in documentation, those 
perishable objects with distorted surfaces, 
the various rhetoric and enumerations, all 
kinds of ferociousness from the inside and 
all kinds of smiles, the various whites, the 
various riotous hues, the various spectra, 
the various libidos and adrenal accretions, 
fetishism personified as if it’s flaring up 
again, the weighing of conceptual blind 
spots, the gender of the observers and the 
soft lace they spy, distorted codes, the 
horizon according to the Sheimpflug 
Principle and in perception, material and 
cosmetics, mental blocks, collecting the 
valuables in perception, laying out the gold 
in the imagery, the oily layer of metaphor 
and the dry, dead skin of reality, the female 
perspective, between the work completed 
through the production of pleasure and the 
work completed through the production of 
anxiety; we are all armchair Freudians, all 
part-time alchemists, all pseudo-scientific, 
pseudo-literati, pseudo-ethical and pseudo-
democratic, we venomously slander, we 
pester incessantly, we disturb Jiang’s mind, 
and pity him somewhat. Conspiracy is a 
precondition for experimentation itself, a 
very dirty pink, a conniving glare, flower 
buds in the pocket, climb up a tree and stick 
chewing gum on the branches, take Mu Mu 

out and place her with the focus on the 
vagina; it’s impossible to engage in deep 
possession through interpretation; a woman 
uses lipstick to carve out a seal with his 
name, the train of memory is derailed in a 
tunnel, a crazy poet set fire to a church, a 
fascinating spectacle, viewing is creating, 
waiting in line to be god, a small vendor in 
the unconscious experience, risk and 
seduction; you didn’t see him stuff a rotten 
Nicaragua orange in his pocket, didn’t see 
him stuff a Yuanjiang River salted fish in his 
mouth; the idea of “creating a work of art” is 
a myth; take a sip of the green label 
Erguotou liquor; ordinary beauty and 
extraordinary ugliness; a deep breath and a 
calm gaze into the distance, running 
urgently into the distance to light a spotlight, 
waving the arms with difficulty to conjure a 
rainbow of broken glass. 

Can there be a certain explanation, this 
explanation appears to stroke the surface by 
a moment’s light, yet does not change it.  

Chen Xiaoyun 

March, 9, 2012, Wangjing, Beijing 
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